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2.10.0 INTRODUCTION 
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As described in 40 CFR 50, Appendix J, the reference method for PMlO sampling 
{i.e., sampling particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal 
to a nominal 10 pm), a PMlO sampler draws a measured quantity of ambient air at a 
constant flow rate through a specially designed particle size discrimination inlet. 
Particles in the PMlO size range are then collected on one or more filters during 
the specified 24-hour sampling period. Ea~h sample filter is weighed before and 
after sampling to detennine the net weight (mass) gain of the collected PMlO 
sample. 

The total volume of air sampled is determined from the measured volumetric 
flow rate and the sampling time. The concentration of PMlO in the ambient air is 
computed as the total mass of collected particles in the PMlO size range divided by 
the volume of air sampled. This sampled volume must be corrected to EPA reference 
conditions (25 •c, 760 lllTl Hg or 101 kPa), and PMlO data are expressed as micrograms 
per standard cubic meter {pg/std. m3). The particle size discrimination character
istics (sampling effectiveness) of the sampler inlet over the PMlO size range, and 
particularly the particle size at which the sampling effectiveness is 50%, are 
functional specifications tested in accordance with explicit procedures prescribed 
in 40 CFR 53. Sampling methods for PMlO that meet all requirements in both Parts 
50 and 53 are designated as PMlO reference methods for use in SLAMS and PSD moni
toring. These designated methods are usually identified by the name of the manu
facturer and by the model of the sampler. 

Two types of samplers that meet designation requirements are the high volume 
PMlO sampler (HV PMlO) and the dichotomous sampler. Only the dichotomous sampler 
is discussed in this section of the Handbook; the HV PMlO sampler is discussed in 
Section 2.11. 

The most colllTlon .conmercially available dichotomous samplers are low flow rate 
{16.7-L/min) samplers that collect particles with an aerodynamic diameter up to a 
nominal size of 10 pm. (Note: In referenc~ to PMlO samplers, all particle sizes 
are specified by their aerodynamic rather than physical diameter.) Dichotomous 
samplers further divide the sample into fine (0- to 2.5-pm) and coarse (2.5- to 
10-pm) fractions, which are collected on separate filters. 

Particles with aerodynamic diameters greater than 10 pm are removed from the 
air sample by inertial separation in a specially designed fractionating inlet such 
as the one illustrated in Figure 0.1. Particle-laden air is drawn into the inlet 
and deflected downwards into the acceleration jet of an impactor. Because of their 
greater inertia, particles larger than 10 pm are removed by the impactor. Parti
cles smaller than 10 pm are drawn through the vent tube into a virtual impactor 
assembly, which further separates the particles into fine and coarse size frac
tions. Figure 0.2 illustrates the principle used to achieve this division. The 
air stream containing PMlO particles ;s forced through an acceleration nozzle into 
the virtual impactor assembly where the·air flow ;s split. Most of the fine parti
cles make a sharp turn to follow the higher velocity flow stream and pass on to the 
fine particle filter. Because of their greater inertia, the coarse particles 
continue into the virtual impactor receiver tube and are collected on the coarse 
particle filter. Because a small proportion of the fine particles are also 
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collected on the coarse particle filter, a correction must be made when fine and 
coarse particle concentrations are calculated. 

Method Highlights 

The procedures provided in this document are designed to serve as guidelines 
for the development of quality assurance (QA) programs associated with the opera
tion of dichotomous samplers. Since recordkeeping is a critical part of QA activi
ties, several data forms are included to aid in the documentation of necessary 
data. The blank data forms (Subsection 12) may be used as they are, or they may 
serve as guidelines for preparing forms more specific to the needs of the indi
vidual monitoring agency. Partially filled-in forms are included at appropriate 
places in the text to illustrate their uses. 

Tables at the end of some sections summarize the material covered in the text 
subsections. The material covered in the various subsections of this section is 
summarized here: 

1. Subsection l, Procurement of Equipment and Supplies, describes recom
mended procurement procedures, equipment selection criteria, and minimum 
accuracy requirements. It also provides an example of a permanent 
procurement record. 

2. Subsection 2, Calibration Procedures, provides detailed calibration 
procedures for the dichotomous sampler. References are provided for 
calibration procedures for the flow-rate transfer standards and other 
monitoring equipment. A table is provided at the end of this subsection 
that summarizes the acceptance limits for calibration. 

3. Subs.ection 3, field Operations, details procedures for filter installa
tion·, performance of operational quality control (QC) checks, sample 
handling, and data documentation. Complete documentation of background 
information during sampling is one of several QA activities that are 
important to future data validation; particularly important are any 
unusual conditions existing during collection of the sample. Such 
conditions should be noted. 

4. Subsection 4, filter Preparation and Analysis, presents important consid
erations for the handling, integrity, equilibration, and weighing of 
filters. A high quality filter is recommended for use when additional 
chemical analyses are expected. Subsection 2.10.4 also briefly describes 
minimum laboratory QC procedures. The analytical balance must be cali
brated annually, and the filters must be equilibrated in a controlled 
environment. 

5. Subsection 5, Calculations, Validations, and Reporting of PHlO Data, 
presents calculations for determining PMlO mass concentrations and mini
mum data validation requirements. The final data review and validation, 
including standardized reporting procedures, are all important parts of a 
QA program. Independent checks of the data and calculations are required 
to ensure that the reported data are both accurate and precise. 
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6. Subsection 6, Maintenance, recommends periodic maintenance schedules to 
ensure that the equipment is capable of performing as specified. Minimum 
maintenance requirements and procedures are outlined. The objective of a 
routine maintenance program is to increase measurement system reliabil
ity. 

7. Subsection 7, Auditing Procedures, presents independent audit activities 
and laboratory evaluations that provide performance checks of flow-rate 
measurements and data processing. Filter weighing procedures and balance 
operation evaluations and a system audit checklist are also provided. 
Independent audits evaluate data validity. 

8. Subsection 8, Assessment of Monitoring Data for Precision and Accuracy, 
describes the assessment procedures for determining the accuracy and 
precision of the data. The precision check is performed by using collo
cated samplers. 

9. Subsection 9, Recommended Standards for Establishing Traceability, dis
cusses the traceability of monitoring equipment to establish standards of 
higher accuracy, a necessary prerequisite for obtaining accurate data. 

10. Subsections 10 and 11 contain the PMlO Reference Method and pertinent 
references, respectively, used to prepare this document. Subsection 12 
provides blank data forms for the convenience of the user. 

-
I 
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The establishment of an ambient PMlO air monitoring network requires the pro
curement of specialized equipment and supplies for field operations ·and subsequent 
filter analysis. Information in this section has been provided to assist the 
agency in selecting the proper equipment. Subsection 1.1 presents minimum sampling 
equipment necessary to conduct field operations. Recommended laboratory instrumen
tation is presented in Subsection 1.2. 

In addition to field operations and laboratory equipment, a data handling 
system (including forms, logs, files, and reporting procedures) must be developed 
and implemented. 

It is recommended that each agency establish minimum monitoring equipment 
requirements and budgetary limits before the procurement procedures are initiated. 
Upon receipt of the sampling equipment and supplies, appropriate procurement checks 
should be conducted to determine their acceptability, and whether they are accepted 
or rejected should be recorded in a procurement log. Figure 1.1 is an example of 
such a log. This log will serve as a permanent record for procurements and provide 
fiscal projections for future programs. It will also help to provide the continu
ity of equipment and supplies. Table 1.1, at end of the subsection, lists the 
major equipment needed, how it should be tested, suggested acceptance limits, and 
actions to be taken if acceptance limits are not met. 

1.1 Procurement Prereguisites--Field Operations 

1.1.1 Dichotomous Samplers -

The individual sampler must meet U.S. EPA operational standards and be a model 
designated as a reference or equivalent method. A complete listing of minimum 
sampler requirements (i.e., 40 CFR 50, Appendix J) is contained in the reference 
method reproduced in Subsection 10. Dichotomous samplers not designated as refer
ence or equivalent methods may not be used for reporting data to determine attain
ment of the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for particulate matter. 
Cost for dichotomous samplers will vary with the manufacturer and the sophistica
tion of the sampler. Basic considerations include the flow control and measurement 
system, maintenance requirements, reliability, and ease of operation. 

Using only one model of sampler in a network will minimize the variety of 
spare parts required to keep the network in operation. An in-house inventory of 
general maintenance supplies and replacement parts is recommended. These include 
various hand tools, general all-purpose cleaner, penetrating oil, distilled water, 
Kimwipes (or equivalent), soft brush, and cotton swabs. Spare parts for the 
sampler may be supplied by the manufacturer or many may be purchased locally. 

1.1.2 Calibration Equipment -

Calibration activities require specialized equipment that will not necessarily 
be used in routine monitoring. At a minimum, the following equipment is required: 
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• A thermometer capable of accurately measuring ambient temperatures to the 
nearest ±1°C and referenced to a National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) or an American Society for Testing .Materials (ASTM) 
thermometer within ±2°C (NIST is the former National Bureau of Standards 
[NBS]). 

• A barometer capable of accurately measuring barometric pressure over a 
range of 500 to 800 mm Hg (66 t o 106 kP a) t o the nearest millimeter of Hg 
and referenced at least annually to a standard of known accuracy within 
±5 mm Hg. For laboratory measu rements , a Forti n-type , merc ury-column 
barometer is appropriate. For f ield measurements, a portabl e, aneroid 
barometer (e.g., a climber's or engi neer ' s altimeter) is appropriate . 

• Flow-rate transfer standards capabl e of accurately measur in g the t otal, 
fine, and coarse flow rates of a dichot omous sampl er. Tab l es 2.1 and 2.2 
(Subsection 2, Calibration Procedures) present a var iety of recommended 
transfer standards, their optimum flow ranges , and support equipment 
necessary for determining these flow rates. For the mos t commonly avail 
able commercial sampler, flow-rate transfer standards capabl e of accur
ately measuring flow rates from 12 .0 to 19.0 l/min and 1.4 t o 1.9 L/min 
are required. The transfer standard calibration relationship must be 
referenced annually and be within ±2% of the NIST- t raceable prima ry 
standard. 

• An adapter of the correct dimensions that will connect the transfer 
standard outlet to the dichotomous sampler inlet and form a leak-proof 
seal. All interconnecting tubing should be flexible and crimp-resistant. 

• Miscellaneous calibration supplies include a 9.53-mm (3/8-in.) or 6.35-mm 
(1/4-in.) Swagelok cap. If a soap film flowmeter is used, a rubber 
stopper with a tubing adapter is necessary to be able to measure flows 
under vacuum. The stopper may be obtained through a local scientific 
supply company. 

1.1.3 QC Flow-Check Device -

A QC flow-check device is required for routine operation of the dichotomons 
sampler. Using calibrated orifice devices is a simple, accurate method for deter
mining flow rates during routine operations. 

The QC flow-check devices can be fabricated in-house or ordered through a 
manufacturer. Figure 1.2 provides orifice device dimensions for both total and 
coarse flows. In the total flow range, the orifice must have an NIST-traceable 
calibration and be able to accurately measure flows between 12.0 and 19.0 L/min. 
In the coarse flow range, the orifice must have an NIST-traceable calibration and 
be able to accurately measure flows between 1.4 and 1.9 L/min. The calibration 
relationships must be referenced annually and be within ±2% of the NIST-traceable 
primary standard. As a minimum, both the tota1 and coarse flows should be checked. 
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1.1.4 Audit Equipment -
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The equipment needed for auditing is similar to the calibration. equipment; 
however, the audit orifice transfer standard MUST be a different device from the 
one that is used for routine calibration and flow checks. 

1.2 Procurement Prerequisites--Laboratory Operations 

1.2.1 Filter Media -

No commercially available filter is ideal in all respects. The sampling 
program should determine the relative importance of certain filter evaluation 
criteria (e.g., physical and chemical characteristics, ease of handling, cost). 
The reference method presents basic criteria that must be met regardless of the 
filter type selected. These are as follows: 

• Collection efficiency - Greater than 99% as measured by DOP test (ASTM-
2988) with 0.3-µm particles at the sampler's operating face velocity. 

• Integrity - ±5 µg/m3 (assuming sampler's nominal 24-h air sample volume), 
measured as the concentration equivalent corresponding to the difference 
between the initial and final weights of the filter when weighed and 
handled under simulated sampling conditions (equilibration, initial 
weighing, placement on inoperative sampler, removal from a sampler, re
equi l ibration, and final weighing). 

• Alkalinity - Less than 0.005 milliequivalents/gram of filter as measured 
by the procedure given in Reference 13 of the reference method (Subsec
tion 10) following at least 2 months' storage at ambient temperature and 
relative humidity. 

Note: Some filters may not be suitable for use with all samplers. Due to 
filter handling characteristics or rapid increases in flow resistance due to epi
sodic loading, some filters, although they meet the above criteria, may not be 
compatible with the model of sampler chosen. It would be prudent to evaluate more 
than one filter type before purchasing large quantities for network use. 

1.2.2 Filter Protection -

Filter support cassettes (see Figure 4.1) are required for sampling with most 
dichotomous samplers and may be purchased through the manufacturer or a local 
scientific supply company. A sufficient number of cassettes must be purchased to 
allow insertion and removal of the filters in the laboratory. Under no circum
stances should filter changes be attempted in the field. 

Filter media [particularly the 37-mm (1.5-in.), 2-µm pore size filter used 
with most commonly available commercial samplers] are especially delicate and eas
ily damaged. Post-sampling particle loss and filter damage will occur if proper 
handling procedures are not followed. To ensure the integrity of the sample, some 
type of protective covering is required for sample recovery and laboratory analy
sis. A plastic petri dish is recommended (Figure 4.1). The dish should be of 
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comparable size (large enough to allow easy removal of the filtert_yet small enough 
to prevent excess movement within the petri dish) and have a tight-fitting lid to 
prohibit damage or loss of particles during transportation to the analytical labor
atory. A label can be affixed to the dish to allow proper documentation when 
sampling. A sufficient number of petri dishes must be available to provide (1) 
protection for the filter in transportation to and from the monitoring location, 
and (2) storage of an exposed filter for subsequent gravimetric or chemical 
analysis. 

1.2.3 Laboratory Equipment -

The analytical balance must be suitable for weighing the type and size of the 
dichotomous filters used. The range and sensitivity are dependent upon routine 
tare weights and expected loadings. A minimum sensitivity of tl µg, and an accur
acy of t4 µg at zero and t2 µg at 10 mg, is required. (The zero and 10 mg weight 
checks are internal standards of the analytical balance.) The balance must be 
calibrated at installation and recalibrated as specified by the manufacturer, but 
no less than once per year. 

Prior to their weighing, filters must be conditioned in an environment where 
the mean relative humidity (RH) is between 20 and 45 percent and controlled within 
tS percent, and mean temperature is between 15° and 30°C and controlled within 
t3°C. Temperature and RH readings must be recorded daily, either manually or by 
hygrothermograph. Among the options available to ensure compliance with the 
reference method specifications are a sling psychrometer and a calibrated precision 
thermometer (capable of measuring temperatures over a range of 10° to 30°C [283 to 
303 K] to the nearest tl°C) that have been checked against an NIST or ASTM thermo
meter to within t2°C. 

Regardless of the filter media, all filters w~st be handled with nonserrated 
forceps and gloves. This will help eliminate interference with body oils, hydro
scopic particles, and static electricity during weighing operations. These forceps 
can be obtained with a balance weight kit from a scientific supply company. 

It is impossible to present a complete procurement package that would provide 
for unexpected contingencies in any monitoring network. Therefore, each agency 
must determine the extent of its in-house inventory and the items that should be 
ordered before sampling can begin. The agency must also be prepared to order any 
additional equipment required over and above that outlined in this subsection. 
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Before a PMlO monitoring program is undertaken, all sampling and analysis 
equipment must be properly calibrated. Careful, accurate calibrations of sampling 
instrumentation and associated equipment provide the backbone for any monitoring 
network. The requirements specified in this subsection may serve as initial 
acceptance checks. All the required data and calculations should be recorded in a 
calibration log book or on calibration data sheets. A separate section of the log 
book should be designated for each apparatus and sampler used in the program. 

According to 40 CFR 50, Appendix J (Subsection 10}, the PMlO dichotomous 
sampler must be calibrated in terms of actual conditions (Qa). Reported data, 
however, must be corrected to EPA reference standard conditions [Qstd (298 K, 760 
mm Hg or 101 kPa)]. Calculations necessary to convert these flow rates are pre
sented in Subsection 5. 

Although the basic principle of operation for the dichotomous sampler is pre~ 
sented in Subsection 0, more detailed information regarding calibration and opera
tional procedures can be found in the instrument manufacturer's manual. 

This subsection presents the following aspects of calibration procedures: 

• A discussion of Qa and Qstd flow-rate designations and their applicabil
ity in a PMlO monitoring program (Subsection 2.1). 

• Basic calibration procedures, calculations, and rotameter "set point" 
adjustments for the dichotomous sampler (Subsection 2.2). 

• Reconnnended transfer standards and calibration equipment (Tables 2.1 and 
2 .2). 

• Sampler calibration frequency requirements (Subsection 2.3). 

• Dichotomous sampler minimum accuracy requirements and calibration proce
dure references (Table 2.3). 

2.1 Discussion of Flow-Rate Measurement and General Aspects of PMlO Sampler 
Calibration 

As discussed in Subsection 0, a dichotomous sampler consists of three basic 
components: a specially designed inlet, a size fractionating virtual impactor, and 
a flow controlling system. The particle size discrimination characteristics of 
both the inlet and the virtual impactor depend critically on specified air veloc
ities; a change in velocity will result in a change in the nominal particle size 
collected. For this reason, it is imperative that the flow rate through the 
sampler be maintained at a constant value that is as close as possible to the 
design flow rates. The design flow rates for a given sampler are specified in the 
sampler's instruction manual. The manual may also provide tolerance or upper and 
lower limits within which the sampler flows must be maintained. If the tolerance 
is not specified by the manufacturer, it should be assumed to be ±10%. For 
example, i f no tolerance is given and the design inlet flow rate is specified as 
16.7 L/min, the acceptable flow rate range would be 15.0 to 18.4 Umin. 
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ccalibration equation• for det.e,....lnlng flow rat.ea .. , var7 frOlll tho•• p~esented due t.o the transfer standard calibration relatlonahip. CF• correct~on 
factor. 

dTherlllOlllet.er capable of -aauring temperature to the neareat ~1•c. Barometer capable of accuratel7 -aauring barOlll9t.rlc pr••sure t.o t.he neare•i •1 """Hg. 
•The de•ign or aize oft.he LFE or orifice will deterMine t.he .. nORieter range necesaar7 and t.he resolution. The 111an0111et.er re•olut.ion ""'at. be able t.o detect. 

a flow change of 1• and represent. a flow reai•tance less than 8.8 inches H20• 
fstopwat.ch or ti-r capable of accurat.el1 -aauri~g ti- Intervals of 38 • t.o ••v•ral Minute• t.o near••t. 8.1 •· 
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TABLE 2.2. RECOMUEt«>EO STAt«>AROS »I> ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT - COARSE FLOW RATE 

T,.•n•'•'" 
•t.•nd•,.d• 

LFE (la.,,in.,· 
flow el-nt.) 

MFlil ("'••• .flow
-t.er) 

DCM IL/Rev o,.,. 11•• _t.,. 

o,.ific• 

SFFlol 
So•p fi 1111 
flo_t.e,. 

Opt. i"'""' 
flow 
,.•nge Qa 

1-2 L/111in 

1-2 L/111in 

1-2 L/111in 

1-2 L/111in 

9-2 L/111in 

Equi~nt. 

LFE 
The,.....,....t.e,./ba,.o.,,.t.e,.d 
Incline ..,.nomet.e,. e-2.e 
in., •cale t.o hund,.edt.h•• 

Adapt.•,. 
Fi lt.e,.• 

MFM 
Ther....,....t.r/ba,._t.erd 
Ad•pt.e,. 
Fi lt.e,.a 

OCM 
Ther111e11119t.r/bar-i.rd 
St.opwat.chf 
Adapt.er 
Fi lt.e,.a 

o .. if lc• 
The,.....,....i.,./ba,.-t..,.d 
Man-t.e,.• 

SFFM 
St.opw•t.chf 
Plug with ad•pt.e,. 
Fi It.era 

c-nt.• 

Should have fllt.e,.ed 
ai,. ent.e,.ing LFE. 

Subject. t.o fluct.·ua
t.ion• due t.o t.lllpera
t.u,.• ch•ng••· 

M•nomet.e,. ...... t. be u•ed 
In it• t.enlpe,.•t.u,.• 
,.•nge. 

Uu•t. equllib,.•t.e. 

Rec-nded LCD di•
pl•y fo,. outdoor u••· 

Muat. equilib,.•t.• to 
..... lent co~dit.iona. 

Should ti- through 
6 revolut.iona. 

A•P••t. each ti111ing 
3 ti-•. 

Good only in range 
AP < 4 In. 

C•utlon - can break. 
Flow in Qa . 
3 tlMinga. 
Flow rat.• in terlll9 

of •ctu•I condlt.iona. 
···-· ------- ----- ---- ·-·--·- .. ·-- --- - ···· ---·-------- -~--··-·

- - -- - - - - · - - - - ··- ·- -·---~- - wo • - • -----·---· -----·•-·•-- - --

Calibr•tlon 
equ•t.ionb,c 

(AH O)(CF) • Qat.d 

(Volt•)(CF) = Qatd 

Y~!-~•! (CF) • Qatd 
ti-

I p 11/2 
., AHo a •b:zQ 

2 Ta std 

¥C!J_~!l!I (CF) • Q
8 ti-

•Tr•nafe.- at.•nd•,.d ahould not c•u•• "'°'"• th•n 4.8 inchea of H20 flow reaiatanc• to the a....,1.,. flow. 
bT,.ac••ble and referenced to EPA at.anda,.d conditions: 

[~11p~) Qa = Qatd p~ T~td 

C•l lbr•t.ion of 
t.,.•n•f•r •t.•nd•,.d ,.efe,.ence 

U.S. Envi,.o..,,..nt•I p,.ot.ection Agency. 
Procedu,.•a for Calibrat.ing • La..,ina,. Flow 
El.-nt. (LFE) Ag•inst. •n N8S C•libr•t.ed 
LFE: St•nd•,.d Oper•t.ing p,.ocedu,.••· 
EMSL/RTP SOP-QA0-883, Nov9"'be,. 1981. 

Quallt1 Aa•uranc• Handbook for Air Pollu
tion Meaaur.-nt. Syat...,.. - Vol. II, Alllbi
ent. Air Specific U.t.hoda, Sect.ion 2.1. 
EPA 898/4-77-927A, M•J 1977. 

Quallt.1 Aasur•nce Handbook for Air Pollu
tion W.sau,..-nt. Syat...,. - Vol. III, St•
tionsry Source Specific U.thoda. EPA 
898/4-77-8278, Auguat 1977. 

Quallt.y Asaur•nce Handbook fo,. Al,. Pollu
tion W.saur..,,.nt. Sy•t ... --vol II, AMbient 
Air Spec:if ic Met.hod•, Section 2.2. EPA 
898/4-77-9278, ... , 1977. 

Upon receipt, t.rac••ble to NIST. 

------

CCalibration equ•tion• for det.,.•inlng flow r•t.•• ..,., v•rJ frOM tho•• preaented due to the tr•n•fer atand•,.d c•llb,.atlon ,.elatlonahlp. 
facto,.. 

CF "' cor,.eetlon 

dTher....,....i.r cap•ble of .,. •• u,.ing t.Mpwr•tu,.• to the nw•r••t ~t•c. Bsro....i.,. c•p•ble of eccur•t.11 -•auring ba,.-t,.ic preaaur• to the .... ,..at •6,,.. Hg. 
•The deaign or aize of the LFE o,. orifice will dete,.Mlne the Man-t.r rang• nec••••,.J and the reaolutlon. The .,.n_te,. ,.••olution 111Ust be able to det.ect 

• flow ch•nge of lX •nd repreaent • flow .-esiat•nc• of less th•n 4 in. H20. 
fstop••tch or time,. capable of •ccurately mea•u,.ing ti..,. interval• of 38 •to seve,.al Minutes to nearest 9.1 ·•. 
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TABLE 2.3. EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS 

Equipment 

Sempler 

Flow-rete trensfer 
stenderd 

On/off timer 

Elepsed-ti111& 
meter• 

Anelyticel belence 

Reletive humidity 
indicetor 

Frequency end 
method of meesurement 

Celibrete with certified tren•fer •tend•rd 
upon receipt, efter ineintenence on ••mpler, 
end eny time eudit• or flow check• deviete 
more then +7~ from the indiceted flow rete 
or !18~ fr~ the design flow rete. 

Check upon receipt end et lee•t et 1-yr 
intervels egein•t primery stenderd; receli
brete or replece if demege I• evident. 

Check et purche•e end routinely on semple 
recovery dey•. 

Compere with • •tend•rd ti1119plece of known 
eccurecy upon receipt end et 6-month 
intervels. 

Crevlmetric test-weighing et purche•e end 
during periodic cellbretion checks; use 
three to five •tenderd weight• covering 
normel renge of filter weights. 

Compere with reeding• of wet/dry bulb 
psychrometer upon receipt end •t 8-month 
intervels. 

•optionel with • continuou• flow rete recorder. 

Acceptence limit• 

Indiceted flow rete = 
true flow rete !4~. 

Indiceted flow r•te 
from previou• celibre
tion = ectuel flow rete 
!2~. 

!38 min/24 h. 

!2 min/24 h. 

Sensitivity = 1 /Jg 
Accurecy: 
et 18 mgb = • 2 /Jg 
•t zerob = ! 4 pg 

Indlcetor reeding = 
p•ychrometer reeding 
!6~. 

bzero •nd 18-/Jg weight checks ere lnternel stenderds of the enelytical balence. 

Action if require
ment• ere not met 

Recelibr•te. 

Adopt new celibr•
tion curve. 

Adjust or repeir. 

Adjust or replece 
time indicetor to 
ettein ecceptence 
limits. 

Heve belence repleced 
end/or recelibreted. 

Adju•t or replece 
to •ttein eccept
ence I imits. 
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As indicated above, the true or actual flow through the sampler inlet must be 
known and controlled to ensure that only those particles nominally less than 10 µm 
are being collected. A common source of error in a PMlO monitoring program is 
confusion between various air measurement units. Although the sampler must operate 
in terms of actual flow rate (Qa), flow rates must be corrected to EPA standard 
conditions of temperature and pressure (Qstd) before data can be submitted. Thus, 
both Qa and Qstd flow rates are used for PMlO measurements. Before calibration 
procedures are initiated, the operating agency personnel should review the 
following flow-rate designations: 

~: Actual volumetric air flow rates that are measured and expressed at 
existing conditions of temperature and pressure are denoted by Qa 
(Qactual). Typical units are L/min and m3/min. Inlet design flow rates 
are always given in actual volumetric flow units. 

Qstd: Air flow rates that have been corrected to EPA standard conditions 
of temperature and pressure (25°C or 298 K, and 760 mm Hg or 101 kPa) are 
denoted by Qstd (Qstandard). Typical units are std. L/min and std. 
m3/min. Standard volume flow rates are often used by engineers and 
scientists and are equivalent to mass flow units. Standard volumes 
(derived from standard volume flow r~tes) are also required to be used in 
the calculation of mass concentration (µg/std. m3) in reporting PMlO 
measurements. ' 

These Qa and Qstd measurement units must not be confused or interchanged. The 
flow rate units can be converted as follows, provided the existing temperature and 
pressure (or in some cases the average temperature and pressure over a sampling 
period) are known: 

where: 

Qstd = Qa(Pa/Pstd)(Tstd/Ta) 

Qstd = Qa(Pav/Pstd)(Tstd/Tav) 

Qa = Qstd(Ta/Pa)(Pstd/Tstd) 

Qstd = standard volume flow rate, std. m3/min 
Qa = actual volume flow rate, actual m3/min 
Pa = ambient barometric pressure, mm Hg (or kPa) 

Pstd = EPA standard barometric pressure, 760 mm Hg (or 101 kPa) 
Tstd = EPA standard temperature, 298 K 

Ta = ambient temperature, K (K = °C + 273) 

(Eq. 1) 

(Eq. la) 

(Eq. 2) 

Qstd = average standard volume flow rate for the sample period, std. m3/min 
Qa = average actual volume flow rate for the sample period, m3/min 

Pav = average ambient barometric pressure during the sample period, mm Hg (or 
kPa) 

Tav = average ambient temperature during the sample period, K. 
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2.2 Sampler Calibration 

This subsection presents flow-rate calibration procedures for the most common, 
commercially available dichotomous samplers. Calibration procedures may have to be 
adapted for other sampler models. 

The dichotomous sampler operates at a total actual flow rate of 16.7 L/min. 
To ensure correct fractionation of particles at the inlet, this flow rate must be 
maintained within tl0% of 16.7 L/min. The coarse flow rate is approximateT,YlO% of 
the total, or 1.67 actual L/min. It must also be maintained to ensure correct 
fractionation within the sampler's secondary separation system. 

Accurate calibration data for each dichotomous sampler are essential for the 
following: 

1. To determine sampler flow rate set points. 

2. To establish sampler flow rate control limits. 

3. To calculate sampler flow rate during routine QC field flow checks and QA 
performance audits. 

4. To calculate total sample volume for the comput~tion of PMlO mass 
concentrations. 

Calibration of the sampler rotameters must be traceable to NIST standards. A 
primary standard is used to calibrate a transfer standard, which in turn is used to 
calibrate the sampler rotameters. 

Several commercially available transfer standards can be used in calibrations. 
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 list recommended standards, their applicable flow ranges, refer
ences for transfer standard calibration procedures, and the equipment necessary to 
perform sampler calibrations. The following are essential considerations in choos
ing a transfer standard for subsequent rotameter calibrations. 

1. The transfer standard must be traceable to NIST through the calibration 
procedures referenced. 

2. The transfer standard must be calibrated in the appropriate flow range. 
A minimum range of 12 to 19 L/min (total) and 1.4 to 1.9 L/min (coarse) 
is recommended. 

Note: If the transfer standard has been calibrated in terms of EPA 
reference conditions, indicated fl ow rates ·for each rotameter setting 
must be corrected to actual flow rates (Qa) to determine the sampler's 
set point. 

As indicated in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, each transfer standard has a certain 
value. The operating agency should carefully choose the method that best utilizes 
equipment on hand and minimizes difficulties in. establishing traceability. 
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Regardless of the transfer standard employed, a leak-tight adaptive device 
must be used to connect the transfer standard to the sampler inlet. Figure 2.1 
illustrates such an adapter. These may be purchased commercially or fabricated 
in-house. Obviously, the corresponding outlet on the transfer standard will 
determine whether a pipe thread or tube fitting will be attached. 

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 present only the basic apparatus necessary to perform 
calibrations. In addition to those listed, the operator will need a few miscellan
eous supplies. These include a 9.53-mm (3/8-in.) Swagelok cap, 6.35-mm (1/4-in.) 
Swagelok cap, and hand tools. 

A station log book or calibration data sheet must be used to document 
calibration information. This information includes, but is not limited to, 
instrument and transfer standard model and serial numbers, transfer standard 
traceability and calibration information, ambient temperature and pressure 
conditions, and the collected calibration data (rotameter units versus indicated 
flow rate). 

2.2.1 Precalibration System Check -

Procedures for the precalibration system check are as follows: 

1. Place a pair of filters into the dichotomous sampler filter holders. 
Filters used for flow rate calibrations should not be used for subsequent 
sampling. 

2. Remove the sampler's inlet. Turn on the sampler and allow it to warm up 
to full operating temperature (at least 5 min). 

3. While the sampler is energized, slowly close off the inlet tube with a 
rubber stopper or duct tape and observe the total vacuum gauge. If the 
sampler is equipped with an overload feature, it should shut down the 
system when approximately 15 in. of vacuum is reached. 

4. If the sampler is equipped with the overload feature, disconnect. Next, 
perform a system leak check by opening both rotameters completely and 
sealing the inlet tube with a rubber stopper or duct tape. When a maxi
mum indication on the total vacuum gauge is reached, shut off power to 
the unit, record the maximum reading on a data sheet, and observe the 
rate of decline in the readings of the vacuum gauges. 

Note: Leak-free systems should indicate a vacuum of 10 to 15 in. or 
more, and the rate of decline to 0 in. indication should require 60 s or 
more. If these conditions are not met and the control module was 

.successfully leak-tested previously, a leak exists either in the inter
connecting tubing or in the sample module. 

· 5. If applicable, reconnect the overload feature. Conduct a pump perform
ance check. Open the inlet tube and apply power to the unit. When 
stable flow is achieved, adjust both rotameter control valve to 90% of 
the rotameter scale. Observe the total vacuum gauge indication. 
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/To Transfer Standard 

r~=;= 

Noncrimp Tubing 

9.53 mm (3/8 In) NPT to 
Barb Connector 

,J ±:::~..--1.r++--Place Teflon tape here 

I 
I I E 

I E 

9 = 
I 
I 

!J:=:::~ 
' To Inlet Tube 

Figure 2.1. Inlet adapter that may be used to connect the 
transfer standard to the sampler's inlet tube. 
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Note: Consult manufacturer's instruction manual for minjmum vacuum 
indication. Readings lower than specified vacuum readings indicate 
possible pump diaphragm or reedvalve problems, which should be 
investigated and corrected before continuing with the calibration. 

2.2.2 Total Rotameter Calibration -

Procedures for calibrating the total rotameter are as follows: 

1. Set up calibration system as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The inlet of the 
transfer standard is open to the ambient air; the outlet of the transfer 
standard is connected to the inlet tube of the dichotomous sampler. 

2. Turn on the sampler and allow it to warm up to normal operating tempera
ture (at least 5 min). If an electronic transfer standard is used, it 
must also equilibrate before proceeding with the calibration. 

3. Adjust the total flow control valve to approximately 90% of the rotameter 
scale. Adjust the coarse flow control valve to indicate a nominal flow 
of 1.67 L/min. 

4. Read the following parameters and record them on a data form (Figure 2.3) 
or in a log book: 

• Ambient temperature (Ta), K 

• Barometric pressure (Pa), mm Hg or kPa 

• Transfer standard readings (TS), volts, ~H20 1 timings, etc. 

• Sampler total rotameter indication (I), arbitrary units. 

5. Repeat procedure for rotameter settings representing flow rates of 75, 
60, 40, and 20% of the established operating range (12 to 19 L/min). For 
each calibration point, record the rotameter indication and corresponding 
transfer standard output. 

2.2.3 Coarse Rotameter Calibration -

1. Turn off the sampler, disconnect the fine flow vacuum line [9.53-mm 
(3/8-in.) o.d. line], and cap the fine flow outlet port with a 9.53-mm 
(3/8-in.) Swagelok cap (see Figure 2.4). This step keeps the fine flow 
line open to the vacuum pump. lt is recommended that a particle-free 
filter be attached to the detached fine flow line to prevent particles 
from entering the system. Install the coarse flow rate transfer 
standard. 

2. Energize the sampler and the transfer standard (if electronic). Allow 
both to warm up again to full operating temperature. 
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Figure 2.2. Call.bratlon assembly and dichotomous sampler 
with transfer standard connected. 
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Station Location l<a.le.t'5k.. , NC. Date '1 {?. { g4 Unusual Conditions ...,ol'\e.. 

Sampler Model "Z f'f £ SIN '=' 19 EPA # 3'i ~ 2 b S-

Pa ~ c.f g mm Hg Ps -::rs-1 mm Hg Ta t ';}-fg)or K Ts ~or K 

Leak check, maximum vacuum l'1 l~. Notes ovevloo..c( ..f.e.a..fi.u-e. di~ 

Total Trans. Std. Model t-{FM SIN zct 13 Cal. Date ~ f' / 19 

Qa Cal. relationship m. o. 'i"-2 b- o.oa r• o.qCfq 

Coarse Trans. Std. Model SFFM SIN Vl<1 Cal. Date 1"2. l 11 l ii 
Ca Cal. relationship m- /. 0 b- 0 r- .-io corradio., (1 ooo cc.) 

Total Transfer Std. TQa 
ca1. Indication Flow Rate 

Rota meter Corr. Response 
Response l(Ta/Pa)112 

Point (TS) (v4c) (Umin) (I) (AC) 

qo?o "},.O .~o If. 'I IS". 3 . 'f.5"3 

'15•fo /'I. o"; f:f.'1 14.2. i. i+ 
feD •fo I fe. -:rt (S°. s 13.3 <i' . "2. 'l 

4-o ·1. ('5.5=+-" t'f. -=I- 12.c.f. 9-· :}'2-
?-D .,. 141-. 5 ~ 13. ~ I( . -:;. -:r. z.e:r 

Coarse Transfer Std. CQa 
Cal. Indication Flow Rate 

Rota meter Corr. Response 
Response l(Ta/Pa)112 

Point (TS) ~;~) (Umin) (I) (AC) 

go•/,, ~. ¥-1 ~ z..01 12. 2. ;}."o 
-=1S' •/. o. sit:/ t. -:}O /0 .5' (,.S'f 

"D 1/0 Q . " '2.'f /. '-0 =t. S" S".'f2.. 
'fo •J, Q. (,':1-'1 t. 'f:} 1.0 t;', fDO 

Z.o ·1, o. -:r-12.. I. '-1-D ~-~ t;', 2. ~ 

Sampler Cal. Relationship (Qa, x-axis; corrected recorder response, AC, y-axis). 

Total: m • O. 31-~ b • z. I~ r. o. 'f'fS- Coarse: m. '3. Y°'- b = -o.o'f r. o. 'f'f~ 

I(,.' o I ?J. S~ 
TFR ---- - TSP ----- CFR /. "G, CSP /O. ocg 
TFR = 16.7 (Ps/Pa)(Ta!Ts) CFR = 1.67 (Ps/Pa)(Ta/Ts) 
TSP, CSP= {[m (TFR, CFR) + b] [(Pa/Ta)112]} 

Operator 1(~ °1kLU'"d.Ddt 
Figure 2.3. Example dichotomous sampler callbratlon data sheet. 
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Figure 2.4. Calibration assembly and dichotomous sampler 
set up to calibrate the coarse flow rotameter. 
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3. Adjust the coarse rotameter flow-control valve to an app!oximate value of 
90% of the rotameter scale. Adjust the total flow control valve to 
indicate a nominal flow of 16.7 L/min. 

4. Read the following parameters and record them on a data fonn (Figure 2.3) 
or in a log book: 

• Ambient temperature (Ta) if variation has occurred, K 

• Barometric pressure (Pa) if variation has occurred, mm Hg or kPa 

• Transfer standard readings (TS}, volts, ~H20, timings, etc. 

• Sampler coarse rotameter indication (I), arbitrary units. 

5. Repeat procedure for rotameter settings repr~senting flqw rates of 75, 
60, 40, and 20% of the established operating range (1.4 to 1.9 L/min). 
For each calibration point, record the rotameter indication and corre
sponding transfer standard output. 

6. Turn off sampler, and reconnect the fine flow line and the sampler's 
inlet. 

2.2.4 Calibration Calculations -

Gather together all the calibration data, including the transfer standard 
calibration infonnation and the dichotomous sampler calibration data sheet. The 
following calibration calculation procedures are recommended. 

Note: These calculations should be done at the time of the calibration, 
rather than later. This approach will allow additional calibration points to be 
taken if questions arise about the data that have already been obtained. 

where 

1. Verify that the transfer standard calibration equation is current and 
traceable to an acceptable primary standard. 

2. Calculate Qa for each calibration point as detennined by the transfer 
standard calibration equation. 

Pstd, 

Note: It may be necessary to correct the indicated transfer standard 
flow rates from Qstd to Qa. This can be accomplished by Equation 1. 

Qa = 
Qstd = 

Ta = 
Pa = 

Tstd = 

Qa = Qstd(Ta/Pa)(Pstd/Tstd) ( Eq. 2) 

flow rate at actual conditions, L/min 
flow rate corrected to standard temperature and pressure (25°C, 
298 K; 760 mm Hg, 101 kPa), L/min 
ambient temperature, K (K = °C + 273) 
ambient barometric pressure, mm Hg or kPa 
standard barometric pressure and temperature, respectively. 
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3. Calculate and record the total and coarse rotameter actual corrections 
(AC) for each calibration point as: 

where 

AC = I(Ta/Pa)l/2 

AC = actual correction 
I = rotameter response, arbitrary units 
Ta = ambient temperature, K 
Pa = ambient barometric pressure, mm Hg or kPa. 

(Eq. 3) 

4. On a sheet of graph paper, plot the sampler corrected total rotameter 
units (y-axis) versus the corresponding calculated transfer standard 
total flow rates (x-axis) to obtain the dichotomous sampler total flow
rate calibration relationship. 

5. Repeat Step 4, plotting corrected coarse rotameter units vs. the corre
sponding calculated coarse flow rates. 

Because the determination of the sampler's average operational flow rate (Qa) 
during a sample period depends on the ambient average temperature and pressure, use 
of a graphic plot of the calibration relationship is not recommended for subsequent 
data reduction. This plot is used only to visually assess the calibration points 
to see if any should be rerun. 

Plot the regression line on the same graph paper as the calibration data. For 
the regression model y = mx + b, let y = AC = I(Ta/Pa)l/2 and x = Qa so that the 
model is given by: 

AC = m[Qa(transfer standard)] + b ( Eq. 4) 

Using a programmable calculator or a calculation data form, determine the 
linear regression slope (m), intercept (b), and correlation coefficient (r) and 
record them on the data sheet. A five-point calibration should yield a regression 
equation with a correlation coefficient of r > 0.990, with no point deviating more 
than 0.5 L/min for total or 0.05 L/min for coarse rotameter calibrations from the 
value predicted by the regression equation. Plot the regression line on the same 
graph paper that has the individual calibration points. 

6. For subsequent sample periods, the sampler's average actual operational 
flow rate TQa or CQa is calculated from the calibration slope and 
intercept using Equation 5: 

TQa or CQa = 1/m[T(Tav/Pav)l/2 - b] ( Eq. 5) 
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where 

TQa, CQa 
T 

Tav 
Pav 

m 
b 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

sampler total or coarse average flow rate, actual L/min 
average total or coarse rotameter response, arbitrary units 
average ambient temperature for the run day, K 
average ambient barometric pressure for the run day, mm Hg or kPa 
slope of the total or coarse flow-rate calibration relationship 
intercept of the total or coarse flow-rate calibration relation
ship. 

Note: The expression [T(Tav/Pav)l/2] is the "y" term of linear regres
sion equation: y = mx + b, or x = (y-b)/m. 

Note: Tav and Pav readings may be recorded on-site or from a nearby U.S. 
National Weather Servi~e station or airport weather station. Barometric 
pressure readings obtained from remote sources must be at station pres
sure (not corrected to sea level), and they may have to be corrected for 
differences between the elevation of the monitoring site and that of the 
airport. If ambient temperature and pressure readings are not available, 
seasonal average temperature (Ts) and barometric pressure (Ps) can also 
be used. Care must be taken, however, that the actual conditions at the 
site can be reasonably represented by such averages. It is therefore 
recommended that seasonal values represent actual values within 20 °C and 
40 nun Hg. 

2.2.5 Rotameter Set Point Adjustment Procedure -

where 

where 

1. Calculate and record on the calibration data sheet the total and coarse 
seasonal flow rates. These values will be used to determine the seasonal 
set points for both rotameters. 

TFR = 16.7(Ps/Pa)(Ta/Ts) 

TFR = total flow rate for adjustment of the sampler total rotameter 
16.7 =design flow rate as specified by the·manufacturer, L/min 

( Eq. 6) 

Ps, Pa = seasonal average and ambient barometric pressure, respectively, mm Hg 
or kPa 

Ts, Ta = seasonal average and ambient temperature, respectively, K. 

CFR = 1.67(Ps/Pa)(Ta/Ts) ( Eq. 7) 

CFR = coarse flow rate for adjustment of the sampler coarse rotameter 
1.67 = design flow rate as specified by the manufacturer, L/min 

Ps, Pa = seasonal average or ambient barometric pressure, respectively, mm Hg 
or kPa 

Ts, Ta = seasonal average or ambient temperature, respectively, K. 



where 

where 
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2. Calculate and record on the sampler's calibration data sheet the set 
point rotameter responses that correspond to TFR and CFR calculated in 
Step 1. 

TSP = 
TFR = 

Pa = 
Ta = 
m = 
b = 

TSP= {[m(TFR) + b](Pa/Ta)l/2} 

total rotameter set point, arbitrary units 
total flow rate, L/min 
ambient barometric pressure, nun Hg or kPa 
ambient temperature, K 
slope of the total flow-rate calibration relationship 
intercept of the total flow-rate calibration relationship. 

CSP= {[m(CFR) + b](Pa/Ta)l/2} 

CSP = coarse rotameter set point, arbitrary units 
CFR = coarse flow rate, L/min 

Pa = ambient barometric pressure, mm Hg or kPa 
Ta = ambient temperature, K 
m = slope of the coarse flow-rate calibration relationship 
b = intercept of the coarse flow-rate calibration relationship. 

(Eq. 8) 

(Eq. 9) 

Adjusting the sampler rotameter to seasonal average conditions will help 
minimize data loss caused by exceeding the manufacturer's design condition 
specifications. 

1. Energize the sampler and allow it to warm up to operating temperature (3 
to 5 min). 

2. Following the manufacturer's instructions, adjust the total rotameter 
until the sampler response indicates the total flow-rate set point (TSP) 
as calculated in Step 2 above. 

3. Following the manufacturer's instructions, adjust the coarse rotameter 
until the sampler response inditates the coarse flow-rate set point (CSP) 
as calculated in Step 2 above. 

4. Verify that the sampler will maintain these flow rates for at least 10 
min. Turn off the sampler. 

5. The sampler can now be prepared for the next sample run day. 

2.3 Sampler Calibration Frequency 

To ensure accurate measurement of the PMlO concentrations, calibrate the samp
ler upon installation and then recalibrate it as follows: 



1. At least annually. 
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2. After any repairs that might affect sampler calibration. 

3. If the field calibration flow check results exceed QC limits (tl0% from 
the sampler's required design condition flow rate or i7% from the 
sampler's indicated flow rate). 

4. Whenever an audit indicates that the sampler is out of calibration (~10% 
from the sampler's required design condition flow rate or i7% from the 
sampler's indicated flow rate). 





2.10.3 FIELD OPERATIONS 

3.1 Siting Requirements 
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As with any type of air monitoring study in which sample data are used to draw 
conclusions about a general population, the validity of the conclusions depends on 
the representativeness of the sample data. Therefore, the primary goal of a PMlO 
monitoring project is to select a site where the collected sample mass is repre
sentative of the monitoring area. 

Spatial and temporal scale considerations are important in dichotomous sampler 
siting. Spatial scales may range from a small (0.1- to 0.5-square kilometer) area 
to large regional areas exceeding tens of hundreds of square kilometers. Whether 
the potential impact of particulate pollution is generated by a local or general 
source category will affect the decision on the size of the spatial monitoring 
scale. In addition, the siting of the samplers within a monitoring network should 
reflect whether the expected impact will be limited to a ~mall area (a few city 
blocks) or extend to larger areas (metropolitan or rural). 

With regard to the temporal scale, interest focuses on either an annual geo
metric mean concentration or a 24-h average concentration. Because siting of a 
dichotomous sampler requires that consideration be given to prevailing wind direc
tion, a sampler sited for monitoring trends in air quality over a period of a year 
will not necessarily be ideal for measuring 24-h concentrations. Thus, the choice 
of temporal scale will also affect the sampler location. 

Although spatial and temporal scales must be considered in site selection, the 
following guidelines should be observed regardless of the scale: 

1. The dichotomous sampler must have unobstructed air flow for a minimum of 
2 m in all directions. 

2. The sampler inlet should be placed at a height of 2 to 15 m above ground 
level. 

3. If a dichotomous sampler is collocated with any other particulate sam
pler, the minimum spacing between sampler inlets must be 2 m and the 
maximum spacing must be 4 m. All inlet heights should be within 1 
vertical meter of one another. 

Complete siting requirements are outlined in 40 CFR 58, Appendix E. 

Additional factors must be considered in determining where the actual sampler 
will be deployed. These include accessibility under all weather conditions, avail
ability of adequate electricity, and security of the monitoring equipment. 

A dichotomous sampler used for routine sampling must be situated where the 
operator can reach it safely regardless of weather conditions. If the sampler is 
located on a rooftop, care should be taken that the operator's personal safety is 
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not jeopardized by a slippery roof surface during inclement weather. Considera
tions also should be given to the fact that routine operation (i.e., calibrations, 
sample installation and recovery, flow checks, and audits) involves _transporting 
supplies and equipment to and from the monitoring site. 

A dichotomous sampler will require a minimum continuous operating current of 3 
to 5 A (120 V a.c., 60 Hz) and may require a higher startup current, which necessi
tates a slow-blow fuse. Although most dichotomous samplers are equipped with 
timers, there is often no recording device provided to indicate short-term power 
interruptions. This lack necessitates a stable power source for the monitoring 
site. 

The security of the sampler itself depends largely on its location. ·Rooftop 
sites with locked access and ground-level sites with fences are common. In all 
cases, the security of the operating personnel as well as the sampler should be 
considered. 

3.2 Sampler Installation Procedures 

1. On receipt of a dichotomous sampler from the manufacturer, visually 
inspect the sampler to ensure that all components are accounted for. 
Compare equipment delivered with the enclosed packing slip. Notify the 
manufacturer immediately of any missing or damaged equipment. 

2. Before transporting the sampler to the field site, perform a quick labor
atory check to determine if the sampler is operational. Energize the 
sampler and observe rotameter responses, vacuum gauges, and pump perform
ance. 

3. Carefully transport the sampler to the monitoring site. 

4. Bolt down the sampling module to a secure mounting surface. 

5. Install the control module. This module can be bolted down adjacent to 
the sampling module (no closer than 2 m), or it can be located remotely 
(e.g., inside a monitoring station). It is recommended that the control 
module be no more than 10 to 15 m away from the sampling module to avoid 
a pressure drop along the flow lines. 

6. Connect the vacuum lines between the sampling module and the control 
module. First, hand-tighten the nuts on the tube connectors as much as 
possible, and then wrench-tighten them 1-1/4 revolutions. Be careful not 
to cross-thread the fittings. 

7. Check all tubing for crimps, cracks, or breaks. 

8. Plug the power cord into a line voltage outlet. The use of waterproof 
interlocking electrical connectors is recommended to ensure operator 
safety and to avoid shorts and/or power interruptions. Do not allow any 
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electrical connections to be submerged during periods o!_ inclement 
weather. 

9. Perform a multipoint flow-rate calibration as described in Subsection 2. 

3.3 Sampling Operations 

Sampling operations provided here are specific to one type of commercially 
available dichotomous sampler. Because operational procedures may vary among samp
ler models, the manufacturer's instrument manual should be consulted before the 
sampler is put into operation. Sampling procedure checks are surrnnarized in Table 
3 .1. 

3.3.1 Filter Installation 

Care must be taken to ensure that clean filters are not damaged before they 
are installed in a dichotomous sampler. Filter cassettes should be kept in their 
protective petri dishes (see Figure 4.1), and any damaged filters must be 
discarded. 

The procedure used to install filters in a dichotomous sampler is presented 
here. Each dichotomous sampler is equipped with two filter holders, and the petri 
dish should be marked to indicate which filter will be used for coarse particle 
sampling, which will be used for fine particle sampling, the filter and sampler ID 
number, and the sampling run date. 

1. Switch mechanical or digital timer to "OFF." 

2. The coarse-particle filter holder is the one with the 6.35-mm (1/4-in.) 
o.d. tubing, and the fine-particle filter holder is the one with the 
9.53-mm (3/8-in.) o.d. tubing. As shown in Figure 3.1, the filter hold
ers can also be distinguished by the fact that the coarse-particle filter 
holder is on the center line of the virtual impactor head and aerosol 
inlet, whereas the fine-particle filter holder is offset. Unscrew (by 
hand) the knurled filter-holder assembly underneath the receiver tube 
assembly. Install each cassette containing the preweighed filters in its 
respective filter holder. Do not attempt to install both filters simul
taneously, as this could cause damage and/or transpose the coarse and 
fine filters. This transposition of filters is a corrnnon error found in 
the operation of dichotomous samplers. The lower half of the filter 
cassette, which goes over the screen, is also the side with the shorter 
distance (approximately 2.0 mm) to the filter surface. Each filter 
holder has an "O" ring that seals the filter holder to the virtual 
impaction assembly. Visually ascertain that the "O'' rings are present 
and secure. Do not sample without these "O" rings fostalled, as the 
system will no longer be leak-free. Tighten both knurled filter holder 
nuts by hand, making sure the nuts are not cross-threaded. Record on a 
data sheet, similar to Figure 3.2, the fine and coarse filter ID numbers. 



Procedure 

Filter installation 

S•mple validation 
•nd document•tion 

Post semple 
inspection 

Flow checks 

TABLE 3.1. SAMPLING PROCEDURE CHECKS 

Frequency •nd method 

Visually check ••ch filter. 
Designate as coarse or fin• 
on petri dish. Instell 
filters one at a time. Hand
tighten knurled rings. 

Visually check each sample 
and the sample data sh .. t 
for- C0111pletenes•. 

Visually check each sample 
for- teers, missing pieces, 
or leakage. 

Check flow rate at least 
monthly. 

Requir-nts 

Fiiters are provided with ID 
numbers. Filters are tere
weighed and undamaged. 

Sainpllng date, filter and 
sampler ID, station location, 
flow rates, sample time, and 
unusual conditions r-ecorded 
on data ah .. t. Petr-i dishes 
mar-ked to Indicate coarse or 
fine filter-. 

No evidence of filter damege 
or sampler- malfunction. 

Se111pler- flow rate must be 
within !7~ of the specified 
flow rate. 

Action lf requirements 
ar-e not met 

Void the filter; install 
substitute filter. 

Complete or- · correct the 
documentetion; if unavail
able, void the sample. 

Void the se111ple; correct 
the case of malfunction. 

Determine ceuse of flow 
pr-oblem and correct. 
Calibrate the sempler. 

""Cl Ctn 
DI QI t1) 

u:i rt n 
t1) t1) rt .......... 
~ :s:-

0 
::3 

"O :z 
"'1 0 ...... ..... . . 
..... 
._.N .. . ..... ._.a 
~· ~w 
0 
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w-c=:>-J1 ... e-to-+----Coarse Filter Holder 
fC::r"45:;J:::..-~r---Flne Filter Holder 

~ ...... ---..+----9.53 mm (3/8 In) Tubing 

~---t----6.35 mm (1/4 In) Tubing 

Figure 3.1. Location of the filter holders on the sampling module. 
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Station Location ~~ > NC.. Run Date 12 f 1 I S 'l SAROAD Number ~2 3 'ft- ':f-46 't 
SamplerModel -Z..4-4-E' SIN 61~ EPANumber 3~-:r2~5" 
Filter ID Numbers: Fine: B~ S"''f9 Coarse: __ B_l<._5_S_o _______ _ 

Total Cal. Relationship: m - D. ?.~Cf b - 2 .15" r. o. 'l'l~ TFR u •. 'o Umin 

Coarse Cal. Relationship: m • 3. 'it><... b- -o. o~ r- (). 'l'fS"' CFR /. '-' Umin 

Vacuum Gauge Indications: Total Initial /.~ Total Final /. {, Coarse Initial __ o __ 
Coarse Final ___ o __ 

Pav ~41 mmHg Tav "2.'3 °C 2.'lfo K Elapsed Time Sampled 1445" min 

Rotameter Responses: 

TSP* I 3 · )'S Final Total 13 · !i Ave. Total (T) /i. ~ TQa "· S -I Umin 

CSP* /o.ot Final Coarse to.o Ave.Coarse(T)to.o ~ t.'1":1- Umin 

i=Oa, ~ • 1 /m [T (Tav/Pav)112 - b] 

Total Act. Volume (TVa) • TQa X min sampled • '2.'f 334 Umin FQa. 15' · I~ Umin 

Coarse Act. Volume (CVa) • CQa X min sampled - 2."' I 3 Umin FQa .. TOa - CQa 

Comments: 6v11.ss .Rve. ti:... Aa'ja..c~ f)f-1.cJ.; a. lot of' s mok'.e.... 

blow1·~ ~~ £:oYY\ ~ ~LA.A.. u:1~.a e.. OV1-o:..i~ . 

Operator _ _...L_·4>-'..._ ___ W_ o..._l ..... l ____________________ _ 

Laboratory Calculatlons 

Std. Volumes (Vstd): TV std '2:; · i 9 m3 CV std 'Z · 3':1- m3 

TV std, CV std • (Va)(104 [(PaV1Tav) (298/760)) 

FVstd 2..1. 5''2... m3 

FVstd • TVstd - CVstd 

Filter Weights: 

Fine: Gross Weight (Wg) f oo. rat. mg 

Tare Weight (Wt) . qq, ~I I mg 

Net Weight (Mf) o. q2~ mg 

PM 1 O Concentration ~ · 0 '1 µ.g/m3 

Coarse: Gross Weight (Wg) /OS· Db=Tmg 

Tare Weight (Wt) /o4 · *' 3 mg 

Net Weight (Mc) D · '7S 'f mg 

µg/m3 - (Mf + Mc)(103)/TVstd 

*Total or coarse set points, initial rotameter response. 

Figure 3.2. Example dichotomous sampler field data sheet. 
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3. Open the front cover of the control module by turning the knob lat~h 
counterclockwise. The cover is released by turning the-1ndicator one
quarter turn counterclockwise, and it is locked by reversi~g this 
process. 

4. Switch the mechanical or digital timer to "ON." If the sampler has a 
digital timer/programmer equipped with a POWER switch, turn on the vacuum 
pump. Allow the pump to run for at least 5 min to establish operating 
temperature conditions. While the sampler equilibrates, record on the 
data sheet station documentary information (i.e., location, SAROAD desig
nation, sampler model, and S/N) and the run date of the sample. The 
sampler's calibration relationships and the total and coarse set points 
(TSP and CSP) should be recorded. Set point calculations are presented 
in Subsection 2. 

5. Set the total flow rate by adjusting the rotameter to the calculated TSP . 
value. Observe and record the total vacuum gauge indication. The vacuum 
gauge should show a pressure drop (~P) of approximately 1 to 2 in. Hg for 
a 2-µm pore filter. 

6. Set the coarse flow rate by adjusting the rotameter to the calculated CSP 
value. Observe and record the coarse vacuum gauge indication; it should 
read approximately zero. Turn off the sampler. 

7. The sampler is now ready to sample. Set the master timer (according to 
the manufacturer's instructions) to energize the sampler for the next 
sampling period. Reset the elapsed time indicator to zero. 

8. Close the front cover of the control module and visually inspect the 
monitoring site to ensure that all sampling components (sampling inlet 
and control module) are in readiness for the next run day. 

3.3.2 Filter Recovery Procedure -

1. After sampling, record the elapsed-time indicator value and energize the 
sampler. Allow the sampler to warm up to operating temperature and 
record the final total and coarse rotameter readings and the final total 
and coarse vacuum gauge indications on the data sheet. Turn the sampler 
off. 

2. Reverse the filter installation procedure and remove each filter one at a 
time. Put the filter cassettes in their original marked plastic petri 
dishes. Verify that filter ID numbers match numbers recorded on the data 
sheet. 

3. Calculate and record the total and coarse average rotameter readings as: 

T = (TSP or CSP + IF)/2 (Eq. 10) 



where 

where 
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T = average total or coarse rotameter response, arbitrary units 
TSP, CSP = total or coarse rotameter set points, arbitrary units 

IF = indicated final total or coarse rotameter response, arbitrary 
units. 

4. Record the average ambient temperature [Tav (K)] and barometric pressure 
[Pav (mm Hg or kPa)] for the run day on the field data sheet. 

5. Calculate and record the total and coarse average actual flow rates (TQa 
and CQa), as determined by the sampler's calibration relationships. 

TQa or CQa = l/m[T(Tav/Pav)l/2 - b] 

TQa, CQa = sampler total or coarse average flow rate, actual L/min 
T = average total or coarse rotameter response, arbitrary units 

Tav = average ambient temperature for the run day, K 
Pav = average ambient pressure for the run day, mm Hg or kPa 

m = slope of the dichotomous sampler total or coarse calibration 
relationship 

(Eq. 5) 

b = intercept of the dichotomous sampler total or coarse calibration 
relationship. 

Note: Refer to Subsection 5 for a description of Tav and Pav measurements. 

6. Calculate the actual fine flow rate by subtracting the calculated Qa 
coarse from the Qa total, and record. 

7. Observe conditions around the monitoring site; note any activities that 
may affect filter particle loading (paving, mowing, fire) and record this 
information on the field data sheet. 

3.3.3 Sample Validation -

Validation Criteria - The following criteria have been established to assist the 
operator in determining whether or not a sample is valid. 

1. Timing: 

• All samplers must turn ON and OFF within 1/2 h of midnight. 

• All samplers must operate for at least 23 but not more than 25 h 
(1,330 to 1,500 min). 



2. Flow Rates: 
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The average flow rates must be within 7% of 16.7 L/min (total) and 1.67 
L/min (coarse) at actual conditions. If these limits are ~xceeded, 
investigate the cause. Use the following criteria as a basis for sample 
invalidation: 

• Decreases in flow rate during sampling (due to mechani~al failure) 
of more than 7% from the initial set point require a field calibra
tion check (Subsection 3.4). If the sampler's calibration check 
indicates that the sampler flow was not within ±7% of the designed 
flow, the sampler should be invalidated. 

• If the sampler flow rate decreases because of heavy particulate 
loading on the filter, a post-sampling check of the vacuum gauges 
will indicate increased vacuum. These filters should not be invali
dated because they may indicate an episodic situation. 

• Changes in flow-rate calibration of more than 7%, as determined by a 
field calibration check, will invalidate all samples collected back 
to the last acceptable flow-rate check. Recalibrate the sampler. 

3. Filter Quality: 

• Any filter that is obviously damaged (i.e., is torn, frayed, or has 
pin holes) should be invalidated. 

3.3.4 Sample Handling -

Handling of a Valid Sample -

1. Calculate the total, coarse, and fine flow rates and complete the data 
sheet. 

2. Promptly deliver the filter cassettes in their protective petri dish, 
accompanied by the completed data sheet, to the analytical laboratory. 

Handling of an Invalid Sample -

1. Complete as much of the data sheet as possible and explain any omissions. 

2. Mark "VOID" on the data sheet accompanying the filter and record in the 
site 1 og book. 

3. Do not discard the filter. 

4. Promptly deliver the filter cassettes in their petri dish and the data 
sheet to the analytical laboratory, where a final decision on sample 
validity will be made. 



Handling of a Questionable Sample -

If uncertain whether or not a sample should be voided: 
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1. Complete as much of the data sheet as possible and explain any factors 
that may affect the sample validity. 

2. Put a question mark in the upper right corner of the data sheet. 

3. Record as "Questionable" in the site log book. 

4. Promptly deliver the filter cassettes in their petri dish and the data 
sheet to the analytical laboratory, where a final decision on sample 
validity will be made. 

3.4 Operator's QC Field-Calibration-Check Procedure 

For dichotomous samplers, a field calibration check of the total and coarse 
flow rates is recormnended after each month of operation. The purpose of this check 
is to track the sampler calibration stability. Control charts presenting flow
check data (indicated vs. observed) should be maintained. These charts provide a 
quick reference of instrument flow-rate drift patterns and will indicate when flow 
limits (t7% variation from the indicated or design condition flow rate) have been 
exceeded. The field check is made by installing a measuring device (which is 
traceable to NIST and is calibrated within the range of the total or coarse flow 
rate) on the inlet of the sampler. Calibration procedures for the measurement 
device are referenced in Table 2.1. 

Calibration checks of the sampler flow rate require that the instrument be 
running. The following flow-check procedures are specific to an orifice device. A 
variety of transfer standards may be used with this same procedure; however, neces
sary apparatus and subsequent calculations to determine the sampler's flow rates 
will vary. 

3.4.1 Field-Check Apparatus -

The following equipment is required for a field calibration check: 

• A thermometer capable of accurately measuring temperature to the nearest 
tl°C and referenced to an NIST or ASTM thermometer within t2°C at least 
annually. 

• A barometer capable of accurately measuring ambient barometric pressure 
to the nearest tl rmn Hg and referenced to an NIST or ASTM barometer 
within t5 mm Hg at least annually. 

• Two calibrated orifice devices and calibration relationships (one for 
total and one for coarse). 

• The sampler's calibration information. 

· ~ 
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• Two clean flow-check filters. 

• Dichotomous sampler flow-check data sheet (Figure 3.3) or log book. 

3.4.2 Procedure for Field-Calibration Check -

1. Insert clean filters (designated "flow-check filters") into both the fine 
and coarse filter holders of the sampler as described in the operating 
procedure in Subsection 3.3.1. Flow-check filters should never be used 
for subsequent sampling, as particles larger than 10 µm can impact on the 
filter when the inlet is removed and bias the sample. 

2. Turn on the sampler and allow it to warm up to operating temperature 
(approximately 5 min). 

3. Read and record the following parameters on the sampler flow check data 
sheet (Figure 3.3): 

• Ambient temperature (Ta), °C and K 

• Ambient barometric pressure (Pa), mm Hg or kPa 

• Sampler SIN and model 

• Orifice S/Ns and calibration relationships 

• Date, location, and operator's signature 

• Sampler rotameter's calculated flow rates and set points: TFR, TSP; 
CFR, CSP. 

4. Adjust both the total and coarse rotameters to their respective 
calculated set points (TSP, CSP). 

5. Remove the inlet from the sampler, replace it with the flow-check orifice 
device, and recheck the rotameter set points. 

6. Observe the ~H20 across the total flow orifice by reading the manometer 
deflection (at the bottom of the meniscus), and determine the correspond
ing flow rate from the orifice calibration data. Record both values 
(manometer deflection and corresponding flow rate) on the flow-check data 
sheet. Using the sampler's calibration relationship, calculate the 
sampler's indicated total actual flow rate (TQa) and record. 

7. Turn the sampler off. Disconnect the fine flow vacuum line and cap the 
fine flow outlet port with a 9.53-mm (3/8-in.) Swagelok cap. This opens 
the fine flow to the vacuum pump. It is recommended that a particle-free 
filter be attached to the detached line to prevent particles from 
entering the system. Install the coarse-flow-rate orifice and turn the 
sampler on. 
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Dichotomous Sampler Flow Check Data Sheet 

Station Location Co. c 1 I ~L Date 12-{2. [ 9-' 'j SAROAD Number S. "l 2$4lo1 B4 
; I ·-

Sampler Model "'2. 44 E SIN U>l '1 EPA Number sf:> '12. U, S-

Pa 14 "2- mmHg Ta IC\ oc '2.. 9 2- K Unusual Conditions {\pr'\t;. 

Orifice SIN 317 ('TD,.. .. ~ Orifice SIN 311.p (c••N>~) Orifice Calibration Date I 0I1/'b'J 

Orifice Qa (Total) Calibration Relationship: m= 24.~~I b • .,.o .co~ r- 0. C\99 

Orifice Qa (Coarse) Calibration Relationship: m - "2. .~C\3 b· +o.o+ r- 0 .C\9<J 

Sampler Total Calibration Relationship: 

m.0.319 b--T2.IS' r- 0 ~c;s . TFR '~-IDD Umin, TSP I~ .SS-

Sampler Coarse Calibration Relationship: 

m. }.~olo b .. -0.04 r- o.93S CFR \-~lo Umin, CSP 
\o.os 

I 

Flow Orifice Flow Sampler** Difference 
Rate .6.H20 Rate* TQa orCQa 

Description (In.) (L/mln) (L/mln) L/mln % 

Total 
Flow o.4s i s.c;~ \l.o.(QD O.tol -:S. B 

Design 
\ s-.i~ Cond.*** o.~S- 16.7 0,(1 4 .. 4 

Coarse 
Flow 0 P\ :J \ .s-~ I ·Li lo 0.Q2' s. \ 

Design 
1.67 Cond.*** 0 -~1 1 ,src 0.04 s.1 

* TOa or COa • m[(.6.P) (Ta/Pa)]112 + b 

**TOa or COa -1/m [(TSP or CSP) (Ta/Pa)112 -b] 

ac o/c D'ff (TOa or CQa) - Orifice Flow Rate (100) o r erence. 
Orifice Flow Rate 

***Design condition % Difference • Orifice Flow Rate - (16.7 or 1.67) (100) 
(16.7 or 1.67) 

Operator L '":>a.... lG°'l-\ 

Figure 3.3. Example dichotomous sampler flow-check data sheet. 
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8. Observe the ~H20 across the coarse orifice by reading ~~e manometer 
deflection and determine the corresponding flow rate from the orifice 
calibration data. Record both values on the flow-check data sheet. 
Using the sampler's calibration relationship, calculate indicated coarse 
actual flow rate (CQa) and record. 

9. Using the above information, calculate the QC percentage difference as: 

% Difference= {TQa or CQ~~-- Orifice flow rate 
Or1 1ce flow rate ( 100) (Eq. 11) 

10. Determine the percentage difference between the sampler design flow rate 
(16.7 L/min or 1.67 L/min) and the orifice determined flow rate as: 

~ D"ff re =Orifice flow rate - (16.7 or 1.67) 
0 1 e nee 16.7 or 1.67 . (100) (Eq. 12) 

11. If the sampler flow rate is within 93 to 107% of the 16.7 L/min or 1.67 
L/min flow rate (at actual conditions), the sampler is operating 
properly. If these limits are exceeded, investigate and correct any 
malfunction. If necessary, recalibrate the sampler before sampling is 
resumed. 

12. Turn off the sampler, remove the orifice device, replace the inlet, and 
reconnect the fine flow vacuum line. 

13. Remove the filters from both fine and coarse filter holders. 

14. Set up the sampler for the next sampling period according to the operat
ing procedure in Subsection 3.3.1. 

3.5 Documentation 

The responsible persons should record the following information on the filter 
petri dish, the field data sheet, and in the log book. 

3.5.1 Operator Who Starts the Sample -

Mark on the filter petri dish: 

1. Sampler ID number. 

2. Filter number. 

3. Sample date. 

4. Designation [e.g., whether it is a coarse (C) or fine (F) filter]. 

Mark on the field data sheet and record in the log book: 



1. Site designation and location. 

2. Sampler ID number. 

3. Filter ID number. 

4. Sample date. 
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5. Initial flow rates and rotameter readings. Initial temperature and 
barometric pressure, if required. 

6. Unusual conditions that may affect the results (e.g., subjective evalua
tion of pollution that day, construction activity, weather conditions). 

7. Signature. 

3.5.2 Operator Who Removes the Samples -

Mark on the field data sheet and record in the log book: 

1. Elapsed time of the sample run. 

2. Final flow rates and rotameter readings. Final temperature and baro
metric pressure, if required. 

3. Existing conditions that may affect the results. 

4. Explanations for voided or questionable samples. 

5. Signature. 
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The accuracy of a PMlO sampling program depends on several factors. A primary 
consideration is the analytical laboratory staff 1 s attention to detail and balance 
technique. This section offers guidelines to enhance the accuracy of laboratory 
operation and hence the mass concentration determinations of PMlO. 

Balance accuracy, precision, calibration requirements, and recommended filter 
media are outlined in Subsection 1. Laboratory activities are summarized in a 
table at the end of this subsection (Table 4.1). 

4.1 Filter Handling 

It is recommended that enough filters to last at least for a 1-month sampling 
period be numbered and weighed at one time. During weighing, analysts must wear 
nylon gloves and handle the filters carefully with nonserrated forceps. This 
reduces the potential effect from body moisture or oils contacting the filters and 
subsequently affecting measured weights, ,and it also restricts static electricity 
interference. Filters should be packed so that each is encased in a filter cas
sette and a petri dish for convenience in filter weighing, transportation, and 
storage (see Figure 4.1). A label should be attached to the dish that identifies 
the filter number. This label will also be used at the time of sampling to 
identify sample date, size fraction (coarse/fine), and sampling site. To improve 
filter inventory control, care should be taken to stack the filters in the box in 
numerical order so that the operator will use the proper filter first. 

If samples are to be mailed, the field operator should be supplied with rein
forced envelopes or some other method (in addition to the petri dish) of protecting 
the exposed filters during their delivery to the analytical laboratory. 

4.2 Filter Integrity Check 

All filters must be visually inspected for defects before the initial weigh
ing. A filter must be rejected if any defects are found. Batches of filters 
containing a high number of defects should be returned to the supplier. 

Specific defects to look for are: 

1. Pinhole--A small hole appearing (a) as a distinct and obvious bright 
point of light when examined over a light table or screen, or (b) as a 
dark spot when viewed over a black surface. 

2. Separation of ring--Any separation or lack of seal between the filter and 
the filter border reinforcing ring. 

3. Chaff or flashing--Any extra attached residual material on the reinforc
ing, polyolefin ring, or heat seal area that would prevent an airtight 
seal when the ring is placed under compression. 



50-mm Diameter 
Plastic Petri Dish 
with Tight-Fitting 
Lid 
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,. ___ 37-ml'l)..Dlameter 
Tefloffllter 
with Polyolefln Ring, 
In Cassette 

Flgurw 4.1. Dichotomous flltercassette and petrt dish. 
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4. Loose material--Any extra loose material or dirt particles on the filter 
that require removal by brushing prior to weighing. 

5. Discoloration--Any obvious visible discoloration that might be evidence 
of a contaminant. 

6. Filter nonuniformity--Any obvious visible nonuniformity in the appearance 
of the filter when viewed over a light table or black surface that might 
indicate gradations in porosity across the face of the filter. 

7. Other--A filter with any imperfection not described above, such as irreg
UTar"""surfaces or other results of poor workmanship. 

4.3 Filter Equilibration 

Filters must be equilibrated in a conditioning environment for at least 24 h 
before being weighed. Relative humidity (RH) should be held constant at a mean 
value between 20 and 45%, with a variability of not more than t5%. Temperature 
should be held constant with a mean value between 15 and 30°C, with a variability 
of not more than ~3°C. An air-conditioned room may be used for equilibration if it 
can be maintained at this RH and in this temperature range while the filters are 
equilibrating. RH and temperature must be checked and recorded on equilibration 
days (either manually or by hygrothermograph) to assure compliance with these 
guidelines. Equilibration chamber malfunctions, discrepancies, and maintenance 
activities also should be recorded in the equilibration chamber or laboratory log 
book. 

Filters should be conditioned in their protective petri dishes with the lids 
(on which the filter ID is recorded) removed and placed beneath the bottom half of 
the petri dish. Placing the lid beneath the bottom half will make certain that no 
mix-up occurs. 

4.4 Initial Weighing Procedures (Tare Weight) 

This subsection presents procedures specific for a coll'ITlon cOll'ITlercially 
available analytical balance. Calibration, QC checks (and acceptable tolerances) 
and operational procedures may have to be adapted to other analytical balance 
models. 

Filters must be weighed on a microbalan~e with a minimum resolution of 0.001 
mg and a precision of t0.001 mg (1 pg). Each balance used in the weighing proce
dures must be identified by a balance number. The procedures follow. 

NOTE: Make sure that the balance has been calibrated (at least annually) and 
maintained according to manufacturer's reconmendations. If out of 
calibration, have the balance calibrated according to manufacturer's 
directions. 

1. Turn on the balance and allow it to warm up for at least 15 min. If it 
is used daily, leave it on at all times. 
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2. Zero the balance according to manufacturer's directions. 

3. Have the QC supervisor perform the "standard" filter QC check (Subsection 
4.5.2) to increase the validity of subsequent tare weight values. 

4. If filters must be weighed outside the conditioning chamber, use caution 
to avoid interference with ambient hydroscopic particles and begin the 
weighing procedure within 30 s. Weigh the filter according to manufac
turer's directions, making sure a stable reading is obtained. 

5. Place the tared filter, with the reinforcing ring side up, in a 
comparably sized petri dish. 

6. It is recommended that each balance be assigned a block of filter numbers 
to be used sequentially. Assign a filter ID number and take extreme care 
to avoid duplication or missed numbers. 

7. Legibl~ record the assigned filter number on the petri dish, leaving 
sufficient room for one more letter designating size fraction [(F) for 
fine or (C) for coarse] to be written following the number. 

Suggestion: The operator may decide to include three additional digits 
on the petri dish label to represent the tare weight of the filter (e.g .• 
101, 99, 105, etc.). 

8. Record the balance number, the assigned filter number, and the tare 
weight on the data/coding form (Figure 4.2). Number each form sequen
tially in the upper right-hand corner. 

9. Perform regular QC checks as detailed in Subsection 4.5. 

10. Install the filter into a cassette, and return the filter/cassette 
assembly to its individual petri dish. 

4.5 Internal QC 

4.5.1 Operator QC -

After every fifth weighing, the operator should recheck the zero and calibra
tion of the balance and record these check values on the Laboratory Internal 
Quality Control Log (Figure 4.3). (The zero and 10-mg weight checks are internal 
standards of the analytical balance.) Zero QC checks within 4 pg of true zero and 
calibration QC checks within 2 pg of 10 mg are acceptable. Larger discrepancies 
should be corrected illl1lediately. When QC checks are unacceptable, the previous 
five filters must be reweighed. Any filter weight outside of the normal range of 
80 to 110 mg must be investigated i1T1nediately. 

Note: An electrostatic charge will prevent a microbalance from operating 
properly. Static charge is the accumulation of electrical charges on the surface 
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Quality Control Log 

Supervisor QC 

C,·/h._ 
Orlglnal Obs. t20µg 

e10• Date Number Value Value YIN Action Taken BID Date 
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I I I 

a Balance ID nurrt>er 
b For standard fitter check and unexposed tilters 
~ t " µg of zero 

t 2 µg of 10 mg. 

Figure 4.3. Example Internal quality control log sheet. 
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of a non-conductive material. Common symptoms of this problem include noisy read
out, drift, and sudden read-out shifts. To reduce static charge within the 
balance, it may be necessary to place a radioactive ionizing unit (i.e., Polonium 
210) in the weighing chamber. It may also be necessary to pass the filters over an 
ionizing unit before they are weighed. for more information about static and how 
to minimize its effects, see the Technical Note, "Static Control for Balances," 
prepared by Cahn Instruments, Inc. 

4.5.2 Supervisory QC Procedures -

1. Keep a bound QC notebook. These notebooks must contain all QC data, 
including the balance calibration and maintenance information, internal 
routine QC checks, and independent audits. It is recommended that con
trol charts be maintained on each balance and included in this notebook. 
These charts may indicate any excess drift that could flag an instrument 
malfunction. 

2. for cross-checking, reference all QC data on the Quality Control Log form 
to the laboratory QC notebook. 

3. At the beginning of each weighing day, after the operator has completed 
the zeroing and calibration checks of the balances, tare weigh one 
arbitrarily selected filter from a set of "standard" filters (10% of the 
total number of filters to be weighed). Because these filters represent 
a repetitive QC check, do not use them for subsequent sampling. These 
weights must be repeatable for each balance to within 20 pg of the 
original value. If not, the balance performance is unacceptable; 
troubleshoot and reweigh the filters as necessary. If more than one 
balance is used, take care that the filter is weighed on the same balance 
that determined the original tare value. Unless this procedure is 
adhered to, many samples may have to be invalidated. 

4. Reweigh five to seven exposed and unexposed filters per balance each day 
of operation. Weights should be within ±20 pg of original values; if 
not, troubleshoot and reweigh. Because of the loss of volatile 
components, no limits are set for exposed filters. Record all data on 
the Quality Control Log Form and in the QC notebook. 

5. Certify acceptability of filter weights and data completeness daily on 
the laboratory data/coding form$ and initial. When bound, these serve as 
a laboratory notebook. Sign each completed form. 

4.6 Post-Sampling Documentation and Inspection 

Upon receipt of the sample from the field, the sample custodian should follow 
this procedure: 

1. Examine the field data sheet. Determine whether all data needed to ver
ify sample validity and to calculate mass concentration are provided 
(e.g., average flow rate, ambient temperature and barometric pressure, 
and elapsed time). Void the sample if data are missing or unobtainable 
from a field operator or if a sampler malfunction is evident. 
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2. If the exposed filter was packaged for shipment, remove the filter from 
its protective pertri dish and examine the petri dish. If sample mate
rial has been dislodged from a filter, recover as much as possible by 
brushing it from the petri dish onto the deposit on the filter with a 
soft camel's-hair brush. 

3. Match the filter ID number with the correct laboratory data/coding form 
on which the original balance ID number, filter ID number, filter tare 
weight, and other information are inscribed. The sample custodian should 
group filters according to their recorded balance IO numbers. Initial 
separation of filters by balance IO number will decrease the probability 
of a balance error that could result from the use of different balances 
for tare and gross weights. 

4. Remove the filter from both the petri dish and the filter cassette. The 
filters must be handled with clean, nonserrated forceps; they must not be 
touched by the hands. Inspect the filters for any damage that may have 
occurred during sampling. Reject the filter for mass concentration 
determination or any additional analysis if defects are found. 

5. Return filters with no defects to their original petri dish and fo""'ard 
to the laboratory. File the data sheets for subsequent mass concentra
tion calculations. 

6. Return defective filters with the type of defect (or combination of de
fects) to their original petri dish, labeled by defect type(s), and 
submit to laboratory supervisor for final approval of filter validity. 

4.7 Final Weighing Procedure (Gross Weight) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Group filters according to their recorded balance numbers. (Filters 
should be separated initially by balance ID number; this will lower the 
incidence of balance error that would occur if different balances were 
used for tare and gross weights.) Reweigh each filter on the same bal
ance on which its tare weight was obtained. 

In an environmentally controlled area, open the petri dish, making cer
tain that the lid (with the filter ID inscribed) is placed beneath the 
bottom and that no mix-up occurs. 

Cover the open petri dish with a clean laboratory paper towel and place 
it in the conditioning environment. Allow the filter to equilibrate 
according to procedures outlined in Subsection 4.3. 

Repeat Steps 1 through 5 of the dichotomous filter tare weighing proce
dure (Subsection 4.4). 

Perform the internal QC checks described in Subsection 4.5 to ensure 
validity of reweighing. 

Record the indicated gross weight on the laboratory data/coding form. 
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7. If the dichotomous filter is not to receive additional analysis, place it 
back into the corresponding petri dish. Deliver weighed filters to the 
sample custodian for archiving. 

8. If the filter is to receive further analysis, return it to the petri dish 
and note on the petri dish what additional analyses are required. Place 
an asterisk after the gross weight column on the laboratory data/coding 
form to indicate that the filter requires additional analysis. Carefully 
place each filter thus packaged in a box, and deliver to the sample 
custodian who will forward it to the laboratory responsible for the 
additional analysis. 

4.8 Calculation of Net Mass Filter Loading 

The gross weight minus the tare weight of a dichotomous filter is the net mass 
of the particulate for that filter. Each calculation of this process must be inde
pendently validated. Refer to Subsection 5 for information regarding the calcula
tion of PMlO mass concentration. 
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2.10.5 CALCULATIONS, VALIDATIONS, AND REPORTING OF PMlO DATA 

Measurements of PMlO mass concentration in the atmosphere that are used to 
determine attainment of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for particulate 
matter must be ~xpressed in units of micrograms per standard cubic meter (µg/std. 
m3) of air. For these measurements, "standard'' means EPA-standard conditions of 
temperature and pressure, which are 25 °C (298 K) and 760 mm Hg (101 kPa), respec
tively. This section presents the calculations required to compute and report 
ambient PMlO concentrations. A sununary of all calculation formulas and associated 
symbols presented in Section 2.10 is given in Table 5.1. 

Particle size discrimination by inertial separation requires that specific air 
velocities be maintained in the sampler's air inlet system. These design veloc
ities are obtained when a specified "design flow rate" is maintained. The design 
flow rate is specified as an actual flow rate (TQa and CQa), measured at existing 
conditions of temperature (Ta) and pressure (Pa). 

The sampler's operational flow rate (i.e., the actual flow rate when the 
sampler is operating normally to collect a PMlO sample) should, of course, be very 
close to the design flow rate. All PMlO samplers have some means for measuring the 
operational flow rate, and that flow rate measurement system must be calibrated 
periodically with a certified flow rate transfer standard. Usually, measurements 
(or estimates) of ambient temperature and barometric pressure are required to get 
an accurate indication of the operational flow rate. For determining the average 
sampler flow rate over a sample period, use of average temperature (Tav) and aver
age barometric pressure (Pav) over the sample period is reconunended. If average 
temperature and pressure values (or reasonable estimates) cannot be obtained for 
each sample period, however, seasonal average temperature (Ts) and barometric 
press~re (Ps) for the site may be substituted. 

Tav and Pav readings may be recorded on-site or estimated from data obtained 
from a nearby U.S. National Weather Service Forecast Office or airport weather 
station. Barometric pressure readings obtained from airports or other sources must 
be at station pressure (i.e., not corrected to sea level), and they may have to be 
corrected for differences between the elevation of the monitoring site and that of 
the airport. If individual Tav and Pav readings cannot be obtained for each sample 
period and seasonal averages for the site are routinely substituted, care must be 
taken that the actual temperature and barometric pressure at the site can be 
reasonably represented by such averages. It is therefore recommended that seasonal 
average temperature and pressure values (Ts and Ps) for the site be used only when 
these values are within 20 K and 40 mm Hg (5 kPa) of the actual average temperature 
and barometric pressure (Tav and Pav) for the sample period. 

The calculations presented in this subsection assume that the sampler has been 
calibrated in actual flow rate units (TQa and CQa) and that individual average 
temperature and barometric pressure values are used for each sample period. If 
seasonal average temperature and pressure values for the site are to be used, Ts 
may be substituted for Tav, and Ps may be substituted for Pav in Equations l, 5, 
and 13. 
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5.1 Calculations 

5.1.1 Flow-Rate Calculations -

The total and coarse flow rates are calculated by first averaging the 
sampler's initial rotameter set points (TSP or CSP) and final indicated rotameter 
responses (IF) . 

where 

T = (TSP or CSP + IF)/2 (Eq. 10) 

T = average total or coarse rotameter response, arbitrary units 
TSP, CSP = total or coarse rotameter set points, arbitrary units 

IF = indicated final total or coarse rotameter response, arbitrary 
units. 

These values are then applied to the sampler's total or coarse calibration rela
tionship. 

where 

TQa, CQa 
T 

Tav 
Pav 

m 
b 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

TQa or CQa = l/m[T(Tav/Pav)l/2 - b] (Eq. 5) 

sampler total or coarse average flow rate, actual L/min 
average total or coarse rotameter response, arbitrary units 
average ambient temperature for the run day, K 
average ambient pressure for the run day, mm Hg or kPa 
slope of the total or coarse flow- rate calibration relationship 
intercept of the total or coarse flow-rate calibration relation
ship. 

The average flow rates are then corrected to EPA reference standard conditions 
by using Equation 13. Note: For the subsequent calculation of PMIO concentra-
tions, only the TQstd flow rate is considered. 

where 

TQstd or CQstd = [(TQa or CQa)(10-3)(Pav/Tav)(Tstd/Pstd)] (Eq. 13) 

TQstd or CQstd :;: 

TQa or CQa = 
10-3 = 

Pav, Tav = 
Tstd, Pstd = 

total or coarse flow rate corrected to standard conditions, 
std. m3/min 
lampler total or coarse flow rate, actual L/min 
conversion factor for L/min to m3/min 
ambient barometric pressure, mm Hg, kPa; temperature, K 
standard temperature and pressure 25°C, 298 K, 760 mm Hg, or 
101 kPa. 
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5.1.2 PMlO Concentrations Calculation -

The reporting of total PMlO mass concentration data requires the calculation 
of the total volume of air sampled (Equation 14) and the computation for total mass 
concentration (Equation 15). 

where 

where 

V = (TQstd)t (Eq. 14) 

V = total sample volume in standard volume units, m3 
TQstd =total flow rate corrected to standard conditions (see Equation 13), 

std. m3/min 
t = elapsed total sampling time, minutes. 

PMlO = 
(Mf + Mc)(I03) 

(v) 

PMlO = mass concentration of PMlO, µg/std. m3 
Mf = net mass of particulate of the fine filter, mg 
Mc =net mass of particulate of the coarse filter, mg 

103 = conversion factor for mg to µg 
V = total sample volume in standard volume units, m3. 

(Eq. 15) 

5.2 Calculation Validation 

Data necessary to compute the mass concentration of PMlO originate from two 
main sources--field operations and laboratory operations--and must be validated. 
The validation procedure ensures that all reported data are accurate relative to 
the overall scope of the QA program. When the final mass concentration of PMlO in 
a sample has been computed, the validation procedure will not only check these 
computations, but will also aid in flagging questionable mass concentrations (i.e., 
extremely high or low values). Should a mass concentration approach the primary or 
secondary ambient air quality standard, this validation procedure will provide 
checks for all preliminary field and laboratory operations. The steps of the 
calculation validation procedure are as fo1lows: 

1. Gather the following data for each sample: 

• Total sampling time and the average total flow rate corrected to 
standard conditions; minutes, std. m3/min. 

• Tare, gross, and net weights of both coarse and fine filters; mg. 
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2. Compute the total mass concentration of PMlO for seven -~amples per 100 
(minimum of four per lot) as specified in Subsection 5.1.l or 5.1.2. 
These suggested starting frequencies may be altered, based on experience 
and data quality. Decrease the frequency if past experience indicates 
that data are of good quality, or increase it if data are of poor qual
ity. It is more important to be sure that the validation check is repre
sentative of the various conditions that may influence data quality than 
to adhere to a fixed frequency. If calculation errors are found, all 
values in that sample lot should be recalculated. 

3. Scan all total mass concentration values, note those that appear exces
sively high or low, and investigate. Repeat Step 2 for these samples. 
Compare validated PMlO concentration to the originally reported value. 
Correct any errors that are found, initial them, and indicate the date of 
correction. 

4. If all mass concentration computations appear correct and questionably 
high or low value(s) still exist, review all raw data (i.e., sample time, 
average actual total flow rate and its subsequent correction to standard 
.conditions, and total net particle mass for coarse and fine filters) for 
completeness and correctness. 

5.3 Data Reporting 

The primary standards for particulate matter in the ambient air are based on 
the measured mass concentration of PMlO. Information on reporting and interpreta
tion of PMlO data with respect to the attainment of these standards is covered in 
40 CFR 50, Appendix K. 

5.4 Additional Calculations 

This section outlines the procedures and computations necessary to calculate 
the mass concentration for the fine and coarse particle fractions of a dichotomous 
sample. The following calculations are not required to determine attainment of the 
primary or secondary standards; rather, they are supplemental and may not be neces
sary. The dichotomou s sampl er i s des igned to fractionate a total PMlO sample into 
two discrete size ra nges [fi ne part icl es (less than 2.5 µm) and coarse particles 
(less than 10 µm, but greater than 2.5 µm)]. Note: A correction is required for 
the relatively smal l mass of f i ne part icles coTTeeted on the coarse filter, as 
illustrated in Equat ion 17 . 

First determine the concentration of the fine particle fraction as calculated 
by Equation 16. 

[F] = Mf (103) 
(FQstd)t 

(Eq. 16) 
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where 

[F] = mass concentration of fine particles, µg/std. m3 
Mf = net mass of particulate on fine filter, obtained gravimetrically, mg 

103 = conversion factor for mg to µg 
FQstd = average fine-flow rate corrected to standard conditions and calculated 

as TQstd - CQstd, std. m3/min 
t = elapsed total sampling time, min. 

The calculation to detennine the concentration of the coarse particulate fraction 
is presented in Equation 17. 

where 
[C] = Mc(l03) - [F] (CQstd)t 

(TQstd)t 

[C] = mass concentration of coarse particles, µg/std. m3 

(Eq. 17) 

Mc = net mass of particulate on coarse filter, obtained gravimetrically, mg 
103 = conversion factor for mg to µg 
[F] = mass concentration of fine particles as detennined by Equation 16, 

µg/std. m3 
CQstd = average coarse flow rate corrected to standard conditions, std. m3/min 
TQstd = average total flow rate corrected to standard conditions, std. m3/min 

t = the elapsed total sampling time, min. 

I . 
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Preventive maintenance is defined as a program of positive actions aimed 
toward preventing failure of monitoring and analytical systems. The overall objec
tive of a routine preventive maintenance program is to increase measurement system 
reliability and to provide for more complete data acquisition. 

This subsection outlines general maintenance procedures for a specific commer
cially available dichotomous sampler. For more complete information on a particu
lar sampler, or on laboratory equipment maintenance, refer to the manufacturer's 
instruction manual for the individual instrument. 

Records should be maintained for the maintenance schedule of each dichotomous 
sampler. Files should reflect the history of maintenance, including all replace
ment parts, suppliers, cost ·expenditures, and an inventory of on-hand spare equip
ment for each sampler. 

6.1 Maintenance Procedures 

6.1.1 Recommended Supplies for Maintenance Procedures -

An alcohol-based general-purpose cleaner, cotton swabs, a small soft-bristle 
brush, paper towels, distilled water, and miscellaneous handtools are required 
maintenance supplies for dichotomous samplers. A compressed-air source is recom
mended, but not required. 

6.1.2 Sampling Module -

The sampling module of the dichotomous sampler consists of the sampler inlet 
and the virtual impaction assembly. Figure 6.1 shows a disassembled sampling 
inlet, and Figure 6.2 illustrates the virtual impactor assembly. All parts are 
sealed with "O" rings. 

CAUTION: SOME PMIO DICHOTOMOUS SAMPLER INLETS SHOULD NOT BE DISMANTLED. CHECK 
WITH MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS BEFORE PROCEEDING. 

To dismantle the sampler inlet: 

• Mark each assembly point of the sampler inlet with pen or pencil to pro
vide "match marks" during reassembly. 

• Disassemble the unit in accordance with manufacturer's instructions, 
taking care to retain all "O" rings and miscellaneous parts. 
Note: If the assembly screws appear frozen, the application of penetrat
ing oil or commercial lubricant will make removal easier. 

• Clean all interior surfaces with the general-purpose cleaner or 
compressed-air source, paying particular attention to small openings and 
crevices. Cotton swabs and/or a small brush would be most helpful in 
these areas. Completely dry all components. 

..... 
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Figure 6.2. Dichotomous sampler virtual Impaction assembly. 
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• Reassemble the unit in accordance with the previously s~ribed match 
marks. Take particular care to ensure that all "0" ring seals are 
properly sealed and that all screws are uniformly tightened. 

The "0" rings in the aerosol inlet should be removed periodically and 
conditioned with vacuum grease. This will inhibit breakdown and fraying of the "O" 
ring caused by friction on the inlet tube. The bug screen protecting the aerosol 
sampler inlet should be ·cleaned periodically during the su111ner months. The bug 
screen is exposed for cleaning by pulling the sampler inlet off the receiver tube 
assembly. An "O'' ring in the sampler inlet acts as the seal. Many samplers are 
equipped with an inlet that also has a primary water trap on the exterior of the 
unit. If this trap is glass, care should be taken not to crack or break it, as the 
sampler will not maintain adequate vacuum during operation. The glass trap may 
either be replaced with a plastic jar or wrapped with insulating tape to minimize 
the danger of accidental breakage. 

Virtual Impactor Assembly - Internal particulate deposits accumulate primarily on 
the outer and inner surfaces of the tip (closest to sampler inlet) of the inlet 
tube. Thus, the inlet tube should be inspected periodically for such particulate 
deposits and cleaned as required. An inlet tube cleaning schedule of every 3 to 4 
months is typical; the remaining inner surfaces should be cleaned every 6 to 12 
months. Use alcohol or water and a soft-bristle brush for cleaning. 

Examine sample module vacuum tubing periodically for crimps, cracks, or breaks 
and replace as necessary. Examine connecting fittings for cross-threading, and 
replace fittings if necessary. 

6.1.3 Control Module 

CAUTION: UNPLUG THE POWER CORD FROM ITS RECEPTACLE BEFORE REMOVING OR OPENING THE 
FRONT PANEL OF THE DICHOTOMOUS CONTROL MODULE. 

Control Module Cleaning Procedures -

1. Remove or open the front panel and blow out loose dust and dirt if com
pressed air is available. Wipe down all surfaces with the general-pur
pose cleaner and towels. 

2. Make note of any obvious problems in the unit and take action to correct 
them before completion of cleaning. Refer to the manufacturer's instruc
tion manual. 

3. Check rotameters for cleanliness. If they are dirty and/or contain 
water, they must be removed and cleaned. (If water is found, the inter
ior of the vacuum pump may be damaged. It should be opened for inspec
tion and possible repair.) To clean the rotameters, take the following 
steps: 
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• Remove the tubing from the total rotameter output pprt and any 
other connecting tubing that may prove too inflexible to allow 
removal of the rotameters. 

• Remove the screws securing the rotameter assembly to the front 
panel. 

• Slip the assembly back from the front panel enough to gain 
access to the Allen screws in the top of each rotameter and 
remove the protective cover. 

• While holding the glass rotameter with one hand, loosen the 
Allen screws just enough to allow removal of each of the gradu
ated glass tubes. 

• Clean the two rotameters with an alcohol-based cleaner and 
rinse thoroughly in distilled water. For proper cleaning of 
the unit, the float and its retainers also should be removed. 
The retainers are easily removed with the aid of a wire hook 
fashioned from a paper clip. 

• Allow the tubes to dry thoroughly and reassemble. 

4. Remove and clean all filter jars. Check each for possible cracks, 
and replace if necessary. Should a filter jar become cracked or 
loosened, the dichotomous sampler will not maintain an adequate 
vacuum during system leak tests. Be certain that each filter jar is 
tightened and sealed properly. Clean or replace any dirty filter 
elements. These elements may become dirty in routine operation or 
if the sampler is inadvertently energized without sample filters 
installed. 

5. Clean the cooling fan's blades and housing with compressed a_ir or a 
small b~ush. Check the housing for any dirt that could cause the 
fan to lock up. 

6. Clean exterior surfaces of the vacuum pump; be sure that all cooling 
vents are open. Take care that fluids do not run inside the pump. 
Check all mounting brackets to ensure that they are tight and in 
good condition. 

Vacuum Pump - It is recommended that the diaphragm and the flapper valves of 
the vacuum pump be replaced routinely (at I-year intervals) or if a sudden 
reduction in sampler vacuum occurs and a leak check indicates there are no 
other obvious leaks in the system. 

To replace the diaphragm, remove the finned head of the pump by removing 
the head screws. Remove the screws that hold down the diaphragm and replace 
the diaphragm. Wipe down the head and interior valves to remove any small 
particles of diaphr&gm rubber that might be present. To reassemble, reverse 

I 
il,.i.,. 
I 
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the procedure, making sure that the screw clearance cavity in the_plate is 
lined up under the intake valve screw heads. All head screws must be tight
ened evenly. Diaphragms are often available through local suppliers or they 
may be purchased through the manufacturer. 

When all cleaning and routine maintenance operations have been completed, 
close the control module, reassemble and connect the sample module, and recal
ibrate the instrument (if necessary). Refer to Subsection 2 for calibration 
procedures. 

6.2 Refurbishment of Dichotomous Samplers 

Dichotomous samplers that have been operated in the field for extended 
periods may require major repairs or complete refurbishment. In these cases, 
the manufacturer's instrument manual must be referred to before work is under
taken. A dichotomous sampler that has been subject to major repairs or refur
bishment must be leak-checked and calibrated prior to sample collection. 
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The operating agency must perform QA audits and process evaluations to 
determine the accuracy of the PMlO monitoring system and, hence, the data it 
produces. The primary goal of an auditing program is to identify system errors 
that may result in suspect or invalid data. The efficiency of the monitoring 
system (i.e., labor input vs. valid data output) is contingent upon effective QA 
activities. This true assessment of the accuracy and efficiency of the PMlO 
measurement system can only be achieved by conducting an audit under the following 
guidelines: 

• Without special preparation or adjustment of the system to be audited. 

• By an individual with a thorough knowledge of the instrument or process 
being evaluated, but not by the routine operator. 

• With accurate, calibrated, NIST-traceable transfer standards that are 
completely independent of those used for routine calibration and QC flow 
checks. 

• With complete documentation of audit information for submission to the 
operating agency. The audit information includes, but is not limited to, 
types of instruments and audit transfer standards, instrument model and 
serial numbers, transfer-standard traceability, calibration information, 
and collected audit data. 

The audit procedures described in this subsection produce two quantitative 
estimates of a PMlO sampler's performance: the audit flow rate percentage 
difference and the design flow rate percentage difference. The audit flow rate 
percentage difference determines the accuracy of the sampler's indicated flow rate 
by comparing it with a flow rate from the audit transfer standard. The design flow 
rate percentage difference determines how closely the sampler's flow rate matches 
the inlet design flow rate under normal operating conditions. 

An independent observer should be present for the audit, preferably the 
routine operator of the sampling equipment. This practice not only contributes to 
the integrity of the audit, but also allows the operator to offer any explanations 
and information that will help the auditor to determine the possible causes of 
discrepancies between audit-standard values and the sampling equipment values. 

To determine whether differences in flow rate (between audit flow and sampler 
flow) are a result of sampling equipment malfunction or operator technique, an 
auditor may request permission to observe the routine field flow-check procedure 
performed by the operator. 

Audits and evaluations of the following individual portions of the total PMlO 
measurement system are detailed in this subsection: 

• Flow-rate performance audit. 

• System audit of data processing. 
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These audits and evaluations are summarized in a table at the end of this 
subsection (Table 7.1). Refer to Section 2.0.11 of this volume for detailed proce
dures for systems audits. 

Proper implementation of an auditing program serves a twofold purpose: to 
ensure the integrity 'of the data and to assess the accuracy of the data. Addition
al information on assessing the accuracy of the data is given in Section 2.0.8 of 
this volume of the Handbook. 

7.1 Flow-Rate Performance Audit 

The following subsection presents audit procedures specific to commercially 
available dichotomous samplers which operate at an actual total flow of 16.7 L/min 
and a coarse flow of 1.67 L/min. Audit techniques may vary between different 
models of samplers due to differences in required flow rates and the sampler's 
sampling configuration. 

The dichotomous sampler flow rate audit method involves using two transfer 
standards. One is calibrated in the flow range of the total and fine flow rates 
and the second is calibrated within the range of the coarse flow rate. This 
enables the auditor to measure the critical flow rates directly without compounding 
transfer standard error through subtraction. Obviously, the optimum audit method 
would incorporate one transfer standard calibrated over the entire range of the 
sampler's accepted flow limits (1.5 L/min to 18.4 L/min). Accuracy over this flow 
range is difficult to achieve within acceptable limits. Consequently, it is 
recommended to conduct audits using transfer standards within specific ranges to 
measure the sampler's indicated flow rates. · 

Since the accurate measurement of PMlO mass concentration is dependent upon 
flow rates under actual conditions, the auditor must also audit in terms of actual 
conditions. If the audit transfer standard's calibration data have been corrected 
to EPA reference conditions (298 K, 760 mm Hg or 101 kPa), a conversion must be 
calculated to adjust the standard L/min flow rate (Qstd) to an actual L/min flow 
rate (Qa). 

7.1.1 Audit Apparatus -

Any type of flow-rate transfer device acceptable for use in calibration of 
dichotomous samplers may be used as the audit flow-rate reference standard; how
ever, the audit standard must be a different device from the one used to calibrate 
the sampler. The audit standard must be calibrated against a primary standard 
traceable to the NIST. Refer to Subsection 2, Tables 2.1 and 2.2, which reference 
flow-rate transfer standard calibration procedures. Assemble the audit apparatus 
as indicated in Figures 7.1 through 7.3. In addition to that which is presented in 
the tables, a few miscellaneous supplies are required. These include a 9.53-mm 
(3/8-in.) Swagelok cap, 6.35-mm (1/4-in.) Swagelok cap, hand tools, and an adapter 
to connect the transfer standard outlet to the sampler inlet. 

· ~ 
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Figure 7.1. Audit assembly and dichotomous sampler 
set up to audit t.otal flow (TOa). 
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Figure 7.2. Audit assembly and dichotomous sampler 
set up to audit 1~ine flow (FQa). 
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Figure 7.3. Audit assembly and dichotomous sampler 
set up to audit coarse flow (CQa). 
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An audit data sheet similar to Figure 7.4 must be used to doc~ment audit 
information. This information includes, but is not limited to, sampler and audit 
transfer standard type, model and serial numbers, transfer standard traceability 
and calibration information, ambient temperature and pressure conditions, and 
collected audit data. 

7.1.2 Total Flow-Rate Audit Procedures -

1. Instruct the operator to install new filters in both the fine and coarse 
filter holders and energize the sampler. Filters used for flow rate 
audits should not be used for sampling. 

2. Instruct the operator to adjust the rotameter flow-control valves to set 
the total and coarse rotameters to their operational set points for rou
tine sampling. These set points should correspond to the calculated set 
points (TSP, CSP) determined. by the sampler's calibration relationship. 

3. Allow the sampler to warm up for a minimum of 5 min while maintaining the 
proper total and coarse rotameter set points. 

4. Complete the top half of the data sheet with the required information, 
including ambient temperature (Ta) and ambient barometric pressure (Pa}. 
Record b.oth the TSP and CSP values and the corresponding flow rates. 

5. Remove the sampler inlet and replace with the transfer standard adaptive 
device (see Figure 2.1). 

6. Connect the adapter to the transfer standard outlet with flexible tubing, 
being careful not to crimp the tubing. If the transfer standard is elec
tronic, it must equilibrate to operating conditions. A warmup time of at 
least 5 min is recommended. 

7. Recheck rotameter settings; if different from designated set points, 
record new value and the corresponding flow rate as determined by the 
sampler's calibration relationship. 

8. Record on the audit data sheet the transfer standard (TS) readings 
(volts, 6H20, timings, etc.). 

7.1.3 Fine Flow Rate Audit Procedures -

1. Turn the sampler off and disconnect the coarse-flow 6.53-mm (1/4-in.) 
line. Cap the coarse-flow outlet port located beneath the dichotomous 
sampler filter holder with a 6.53-mm (1/4-in.) Swagelok cap. This opens 
the coarse line to the vacuum pump. To prevent particle entrapment 
within the system, it is recommended that a particle-free filter be 
attached to the line. 
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Station Location {'pl:tfi A,,'L Da~ ~ SAROAD Number3123 <{(,,'/ f5 
Station Address / {) L AJ. /ia./t.J(J..:50 '/J.v-e.... Time !_3 3 D • 
Sampler Model ;(l/l/~ SIN tr;.L'i EPA Number ,3 ~ 7~ W~ 

Pa 1l/1 mm Hg Ta If ·c ~c, I K Unusual Conditions /.JDtJ e_ 

Audit Transfer Standards: 

Total and Fine: Model 01t£·cc SIN 3:2./ Coarse: Model at.:Pc...e_ SIN 30?;( 

Transfer Standards C811bratlon Relatlonshlps: 

Total and Fine: m - :l3. t./51 b - + t IO r - O. 'ff7 Last Cal. Date 7j3JP7 
Coarse: m - ¢. '373 b • + 0. O/ r. 0. 'f'i't Last Cal. Date 7j3/R7 
Sampler Csllbratlon Relationships: 

Total: m • t:>.J2~ b • ~ r- 0. 7'f7 TFR /t,.? Oumin, TSP /3 .55 

Coarse: m - .3 '?Dfo b • a1iJ r- 0.ff'f. CFR /, t,6 Umin CSP /0. 0? . ....... 

Transfer Std. Difference 
Flow Indication Qa (audit) Qa (sampler) 
Type (TS) (Umin) Umin L/mln % 

Total /_, /._() LZIJ..f !.~-~o -o.ff -5.D 
Design Cond. 

f.i l_O LZt/1 L~.z -a.. 'Jf -':f:.5 Total 

Fina IJ/75 /S.35 Jt/. 'it/ - o,t// -21 
Design Cond. ' 
Fina (), ?S 15.35 ti 0 -{).35 -d:_3 
Coarse /. 30 /. 1 I /,/cb -{J.05 -;?. 2 
Design Cond. 

t30 I 71 J.~7· -o. ot.j -rJ.3 Coarse 
' 

Audit % Difference • 
Oa (sampler) - Oa (audit) (100) 

Oa (audit) 

Design condition % Difference • Oa (audit) - Design Flow Rate ( 1 00) 
Design Flow Rate 

Operator~ !JJA; ~Jr£ Observer /J.J: ~- ~foJ 

Figure 7.4. Example dichotomous sampler audit data sheel 
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2. Turn the sampler on and check the rotameter set points. If variation has 
occurred since the total flow rate audit, record the total and coarse 
rotameter units and their corresponding flow rate values determined from 
the sampler's calibration. A small flow imbalance occurs when the coarse 
line is disconnected; this may cause rotameter fluctuations. 

3. Record on the audit data sheet the transfer standard (TS) readings 
(volts, 6H20, timings, etc.). 

7.1.4 Coarse Flow Rate Audit Procedures -

l. Turn the sampler off and exchange the total and fine flow rate transfer 
standard for the coarse flow transfer standard. If necessary, allow this 
transfer standard to equilibrate to ambient conditions (at least 5 min). 

2. Reconnect the coarse flow line and disconnect the fine flow 9.53-mm (3/8-
in.) line. Cap the fine flow outlet port located beneath the dichotomous 
sampler filter holders with a 9.53-mm (3/8-in.) Swagelok cap. This opens 
the fine line to th~ vacuum pump. To prevent particle entrapment within 
the system, it is recommended that a particle-free filter be attached to 
the line. 

3. Turn the sampler on and check rotameter set points. If variation has 
occurred since the total flow rate audit, record the total and coarse 
rotameter units and their corresponding flow rate values determined from 
the sampler•s calibration. A small flow imbalance occurs when the fine 
line is disconnected; this may cause rotameter fluctuations. 

4. Record on the audit data sheet the transfer standard (TS) readings 
(volts, 6H20 1 timings, etc.). 

7.1.5 Audit Data Calculations -

where 

1. Calculate and record the audit total, fine, and coarse flow rates by 
using the calibration curve accompanying the transfer standard. Record 
these values to the nearest 0.01 L/min (e.g., 1.67 L/min) on the audit 
data sheet. 

Pstd, 

Note: It may be necessary to correct audit flow rates to actual condi
tions. If a soap film flowmeter has been used to determine the coarse 
flow rate, no water vapor corrections are necessary for this audit flow. 

Qa = 
Qstd = 

Ta = 
Pa = 

Tstd = 

Qa = Qstd(Ta/Pa) (Pstd/Tstd) (Eq. 1) 

flow rate at actual conditions, L/min 
flow rate corrected to standard temperature and pressure (25 °C, 
298 K; 760 mm Hg or 101 kPa), L/min 
ambient temperature, K 
ambient barometric pressure, mm Hg or kPa 
standard barometric pressure and temperature, respectively. 
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2. Instruct the operator to calculate (using the sampler's calibration rela
tionship) the corresponding sampler flow rates and record. 

3. Detennine the percentage difference between the sampler-indicated flow 
rates and the audit-measured flow rates as: 

% Difference= Qa(sampler) - ,Qa(audit) (100) 
Qa(aud1t) (Eq. 18) 

4. Detennine the percentage difference between the sampler design flow rates 
and the Qa(audit) flow rates as: 

% Difference = Qa(audit) : Design flow rate 
Des1gn flow rate (Eq. 19) 

Note: For most common dichotomous samplers, the design flow rates are 
16:7 l/min (total), 15.0 l/min (fine), and 1.67 L/min (coarse) at actual 
conditions. 

5. Record percent difference. If the difference is less than or equal to 
!7%, the sampler calibration is acceptable. Differences exceeding +7% 
require sampler recalibration. Differences exceeding !10% may result in 
invalidation of all data subsequent to the last calibration or valid flow 
check. Before invalidating any data, double-check the sampler's 
calibration, the audit orifice transfer standard's certification, and all 
calculations. 

6. Before leaving the site, a comparison between the flows detennined should 
be made (i.e., fine+ coarse= total). If the sum of the individual 
flows (fine and coarse) does not equal the total flow (within t2%), the 
audit data should be checked. If necessary, the audit should be 
repeated. 

7.1.5 Performance Audit Frequency -

The frequency of audits of the flow rate depends on the use of the data (e.g., 
for PSD air monitoring or for SLAMS). For PSD monitoring, the flow rate of each 
sampler must be audited at least once each sampling quarter. For SLAMS, audit the 
flow rate of at least 25% of the samplers per monitoring network each quarter. 
Each sampler, therefore, is audited at least once per year. If there are fewer 
than four PMlO samplers within a reporting organization, reaudit one .or more 
randomly selected samplers so that one sampler is audited each calendar quarter. 

7.2 Systems Audit 

A systems audit is an on-site inspection and review of the quality of the 
total measurement system (sample collection, sample analysis, data processing, 
etc.). This audit is normally conducted at the startup of a new monitoring system 
and as appropriate thereafter. Subsections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 present systems audit 
procedures to evaluate data processing and laboratory operations. 
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Subsections 2.0.11 and 2.0.12 of this volume provide detailed procedures and 
forms for systems audits and performance audits, respectively. 

7.2.1 Systems Audit of Data Processing -

It is reco11111ended that data processing be audited soon after the original 
calculations have been performed. This allows corrections to be made illlllediately 
and also allows for possible retrieval of additional explanatory data from field 
personnel when necessary. A minimum frequency of seven samples per 100 (minimum of 
four per lot) is recoR111ended. The procedure is as follows: 

1. Use the operational flow rates as reported on the sample data sheets. 

2. Beginning with the raw data on the dichotomous sample data sheet and the 
filter net and tare weights, independently compute the concentration 
(µg/std. m3) and compare it with the corresponding concentration origin
ally reported. If the mass concentration computed by the audit check 
(µg/std. m3) does not agree with the original value within round-off 
error, recheck all samples in the lot. 

3. Record the audit values on a data sheet, and report them, along with the 
original values, to the supervisor for review. The audit value is always 
given as the correct value based on the assumption that a discrepancy 
between the two values is always double-checked by the auditor. 

7.2.2 Analytical Process System Evaluation -

A performance audit of the microbalances used to weigh dichotomous filters 
would require the use of ASTM Class 1 standard weights. Since microbalances are 
extremely delicate instruments and should not be operated by inexperienced person
nel, it is reco11111ended that the perfonnance evaluation of the filter weighing proc
ess be done in the following manner: 

1. Review the maintenance and calibration log for each balance. Routine 
balance maintenance and calibrations must be performed by the manufactur
er's service representative at manufacturer-specified scheduled inter
vals. In no case should the interval between calibrations exceed 1 year. 

2. Review QC data records for the filter-weighing process. Ensure that the 
following QC activities have been perfonned and docU1Aented: 

• Zero and calibration checks after every five filter weighings. 

• Standard filter weighing every day of the balance operation. 

• Duplicate filter weighing for every five to seven filters. 

If QC checks were out of limits, note what action was taken. 
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• Select randomly and have the balance operator reweigh four equili
brated filters out of every group of 50 or less. For groups of 50 
to 100, reweigh 7 from each group. It is of primary i-mportance to 
be sure that the sample is representative of the various conditions 
that may influence data quality. 

• Record the original values and the audit weights on the audit form. 
Calculate the weight difference for each filter as follows: 

Difference = Original weight (mg) - Audit weight (mg) 

For unexposed filters, the difference should be less than t20 pg (0.020 
mg). For exposed filters, the potential loss of volatile particles pro
hibits acceptance/rejection limits to be established. Forward the audit 
data to the laboratory supervisor for review. 



Procedure 

Flow r•te audit 

An•lytic•I •v•lu•
tion 

Filter -ighing 

Bal•nce 

D•t. processing 
.udit 

Sy•tellla .udit 

TABLE 7.1. All>ITINQ REQUIREMENTS 

Frequency •nd/or method 

Once ••ch qu•rter - PSD 
1110nitorlng; once per 1••r -
SLAMS. 

Perfor111 ••v•n •ud1t•/1fJ8 
filters, or four •udlta/{68 
filters, use 111icrob•l•nce, 
condition filters for •t l•••t 
24 h before -ighlng. 

Dbaerv• -lghlng technique. 
Review b•l•nce nielnten•nce •nd 
c•libr•tlon log. 

Independently repe•t c•lcul•
tion of PM18 concentr•tlon 
frOlll d•t• record for 7 ••111plea 
per 1fJfJ (111lni111U111 of 4 per lot). 

At beginning of • new 1110nltor
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flow rate ia within ~71. 

Audit -lght = origin•! 
weight ~28 1119 for unexpoaed 
flltera; no ll111lt for expoaed. 

Bal•nce 11181ntained and cali
brated at lea•t annu•lly. 

Audit concentration •gr .. • 
with original report concen
tr•tion within round-off 
error. 

Method deacribed in this sub
section •nd Subaectlon 2.8.11 
of thla H•ndbook. 

Action If 
requirement• •r• not met 

Rec•libr•te before reau111-
lng S8111pling; if difference 
exc .. da ~181, double-cheek 
c•lcul•tiona. If difference 
atlll exceed• ~181, invali
d•te aince laat calibr•tion 
or v•lid flow cheek. 

R.-igh •II filter• in the 
lot. 

R.-igh all filter•; c•li
brate b•l•nce. 

Recheck all c•lcul•tlon•. 

Initi•te i111proved 111ethod• 
and/or tr•ining progr•lll9. 
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2.10.8 ASSESSMENT OF MONITORING DATA FOR PRECISION AND ACCURACY 

8.1 Precision 

One or more monitoring sites within the reporting organization are selected 
for duplicate collocated sampling as follows: for a network of 1 to 5 sites, 1 
site is selected; for a network of 6 to 20 sites, 2 sites are selected; and for a 
network of more than 20 sites, 3 sites are selected. Where possible, additional 
collocated sampling is encouraged. Annual mean particulate matter concentrations 
of the selected sites should be among the highest 25% of the annual mean PMlO 
concentrations for all the sites in the network. If such sites are impractical, 
however, alternate sites approved by the Regional Administrator may be selected. 

Collocated PMlO samplers being used for assessment of precision should gener
al ly be of the same type. That is, they should have similar flow rates (e.g., 
high, medium, or low), similar inlet types (e.g., impaction or cyclonic), and 
similar flow controller types (e.g., MFC or rotameters). Where a PMlO network 
contains more than one type of sampler, each type should be represented by at least 
one collocated sampler pair, if possible. 

The two collocated samplers must be within 4 m of each other, but at least 2 m 
apart to preclude air flow interference. Calibration, sampling, and analysis must 
be the same for both collocated samplers and all other samplers in the network. 
One of each pair of collocated samplers is designated as the primary sampler from 
which samples will be used to report air quality for the site; the other is desig
nated as the duplicate sampler. Each duplicate sampler must be operated concur
rently with its associated routine sampler at least once a week. The operation 
schedule should be selected so that the sampling days are distributed evenly over 
the year and over the 7 days of the week. The every-6th-day schedule used by many 
monitoring agencies is recommended. The measurements from both samplers at each 
collocated sampling site are reported. An example precision data reporting form is 
presented in Figure 8.1. The percentage differences in measured concentrations 
(pg/std. m3) between the two collocated samplers are used to calculate precision as 
described in 40 CFR 58, Appendix A. 

8.2 Accuracy 

The accuracy of the dichotomous sampler method in the measurement of PMlO is 
assessed by auditing the performance of. the sampler (at its specified flow rate) as 
described in Subsection 7. Both the audit flow rate and the corresponding sampler 
flow rate are reported. An example accuracy data reporting form is presented in 
Figure 8.2. The percentage differences between these flow rates are used to calcu
late accuracy as described in 40 CFR 58, Appendix A. 
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2.10.9 RECOMMENDED STANDARDS FOR ESTABLISHING TRACEABILITY 
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Two factors are essential for attainment of data of the desired quality: 
(1) the measurement process must be under statistical control at the time of the 
measurement, and (2) the combination of systematic errors and random variation 
(measurement errors) must yield a suitably small uncertainty. Evidence of good 
quality data requires the performance of QC checks, independent audits of the meas
urement process, careful documentation of data, and the use of equipment and 
instrumentation that can be traced to an appropriate primary standard. 

The following standards are recommended for establishing traceability: 

1. ASTM Class 1 weights are recommended for the laboratory microbalance 
calibration. See Subsection 4.5 for details on balance calibration 
checks. 

2. A positive-displacement primary standard or laminar flow element is I· 
recommended for calibrating the flow-rate transfer standard that is used 
to calibrate the dichotomous sampler. See Subsection 2 for details on 
dichotomous sampler calibration. 

3. A positive-displacement primary standard is recommended for calibrating 
the transfer standard used to audit the dichotomous flow-rate calibra
tion. See Subsection 7.1 for details on the flow-rate performance 
audits. 

4. The elapsed-time meter should be checked semiannually against an accurate 
timepiece, and it must be accurate within 15 min/day. 

5. Accuracy checks of associated monitoring equipment (i.e., thermometers, 
barometers, stopwatches, etc.) should be conducted at routine intervals 
and against standards of known accuracy and traceable to NIST. 





Environmental Protedlon Agency 

APPENDIX J-REFERENCE METHOD FOR 
THE DETERMINATION OP' PARTICULATE 
MATTER AS PM11 IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

1.0 """lica.bmt11. 
1. l Thls method provides for the meas

urement of the mass concentration of par
ticulate matter with an aerodyna.mtc dl&me
ter less than or equal to a nomlnal 10 mJ. 
crometen <PM1o> In ambient air over a 24-
hour period for purposes of determlnlni at
t&lnment and maintenance of the primary 
and secondary nat.lonal ambient &Jr quality 
standards Cor particulate matter speclfled in 
t 50.6 of this chapter. The measurement. 
proce.ss Is nondestructive, and the PM,. 
sample can be subjected to subsequent 
physical or chemical analyses. Qu&lfty as
surance procedures and ru.ldance are provid
ed in Part 58, Appendices A and B, of this 
chapter and In References l and 2. 

2.0 Princil'IL 
2.1 An air sampler draws ambient air at a 

constant now rate Into a specially shaped 
Inlet where the suspended particulate 
matter Is Inertially separated Into one or 
more slu !r:i.ctlor.:: within the PM11 aiz:! 
range. Each size fraction In the PM10 size 
ranee Is then collected on a separate filter 
over the specified sampllnc period. The par
ticle size discrimination characteristics 
<sarnpllnc effectiveness and 60 percent cut
polnt> of the sampler Inlet &re prescribed a.s 
performance specl!lcatlons In Part 53 of this 
chapter. 

2.2 Each tut.er Is welshed <after moisture 
equilibration> before and after use to deter
mine the net welcht <mass> 1aln due to col
lected PM, .. The total volume of air am
pled, corrected to EPA reference cond.Jtlons 
<25" C, 101.3 kP&>. II determined from the 
measured now rate and the aamplln1 time. 
The mass concentration of PM,. In the am
bient air ia computed u the total mm of 
collected particles In the PM,. a1ze ranee d.J. 
vtded by the volume of air sampled, and ls 
expressed ln mlcrorrams per standard cubic 
meter <1&1/std m•>. For PM,. samples collect
ed at temperatures and pressures alcnlfl
cantly dlfferent from EPA reference cond.J
tlons, these corrected concentrations some· 
tlmes dlffer 1ubst.&ntlally from actual con· 
centratlons <In mtcrorrams per actu&I cubic 
meter>. particularly at hllh elevations. Al· 
thourh not n!QUlred. the actual PM .. con
centration can be calculated from the cor
rected c.oncentratlon. uslnr the average am· 
blent temperature and barometric pres.sure 
durlni the sampling period. 

2.3 A method based on .LhLs principle will 
be considered a reference method only U <a> 
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Part 50, App. J 

the associated sampler meet.I the requlre
ment.s specl!led In thla appendix Nld the re
quirements ln Part 53 of this chapter, and 
<b> the method has been deslcnated u a ref
erence method In accordance with Part 53 
of thla chapter. 

3.0 Range. 
3.1 The lower llmtt of the mass concen

tration ranee la determined by the repeat&· 
blllty of flit.er tare welrhts, asswnins the 
nominal air sample volume for the sampler. 
For samplers havlnr an automatic filter· 
chanrf na mechanism, there may be no 
upper Umlt.. For aarnplens that do not have 
an automatic fUter-chaneinr mechanlsm, 
the upper Um.ft la determined by the ·filter 
mass loadln1 beyond which the sampler no 
loneer maintains the operat.l.nr now rate 
wtthln specUled limits due to Increased pres
sure drop across the loaded tilter. This 
upper limit cannot be specified precisely be
cause It Is a complex function of the ambi· 
ent particle slu distribution and type, hu
midity, filter type, and perhaps other fac· 
tors. Nevertheleu, all samplen should be 
capable of mea.surtns 2t-hour PMw mass 
concentrations of at least. 300 1&1/atd m• 
while malnt.alnlnc the operatlnc now rate 
within the specified limits. 

4.0 Prectnon. 
4.1 The precision of PM,. samplers must 

be 5 1&r/m1 for PM,. concentrations below 80 
µe/m 1 and 7 percent for PM .. concentra
tions above 80 1&1/m', as required by Part 53 
of thlls chapter, whJch prescribes a test pro
cedure that determines the variation In the 
PM .. concentration measurements of Identi
cal samplers \IJlder typical aa.mpllnr condi· 
tlons. Continual 1.'W!ssment of precl.slon Via 
collocated samplers f.s required by Part 58 of 
this chapter for PMie samplers used In cer
t&ln monJtorlnc networb. 

5.0 Accvraey. 
5.1 Because the alu of the particles 

mattns up ambient. part.lculate matter 
varies over a wide ranee and the concentra
tion of particles varies with particle size. lt 
Is difficult to define the absolute accuracy 
.of PM,. samplers. Part 53 of this chapter 
provides a gpec11icaUon for the sampllnc ef· 
fectlveness of PM11 samplers. Th.la specifica
tion requires that the expected mass con
centration calculated for a candidate PM,. 
sampler, when aampllna a speelfled particle 
size distribution. be within ± 10 percent of 
that calculated for an Ideal sampler whose 
sampling effectiveness ls expllclUy specified. 
Also, the particle alze for 50 percent aam
pltn.e ef!ectJvensss Is required to be 10±0.5 
mtcrometera. Other speclflcatlona related to 
accuracy apply to now measurement and 
calibration. filter media. analytical cwelab· 
lnr> procedures, and artifact. The now rate 
accuracy of PM,. samplers used In certain 
monttortnr networb Is requlred by Part 58 
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of· th.la chapter to be a.uessed periodlcAlly 
vta now rate audits. 

8.0 Po.tmUal Sourca oJ Error. 
8.1 Volatiu Particlu. Volatile particles 

collected on ruters are often Jost durtn1 
shipment and/or storage of the ruters prior 
to the post.samplln1 wel1hln1 •. Althou1h 
shipment or storage of loaded filters 11 
aometlmes unavoidable, filters should be 
rewe(Ched as soon as practical to mlnlmlze 
theae loaes. 

e.2 A.rt(fa.cts. Positive errors 1n PM,. con
centration measurements may result from 
retention of raseous species on filters ' •. 
Such errors Include the retention of auUur 
dioxide and nitric acid. Retention of sulfur 
dioxide on filters, followed by oxidation to 
sulfate, Is referred to as artifact sulfate for
mation. a phenomenon which Increases with 
lncreasln1 filter allt&llnJty •. Little or no ar
Ufact sulfate formation should occur usln1 
filters that meet the alkalinity speclflcatlon 
In section '1.2.4. Artlfact nitrate formation, 
resultlnl primarily from retention of nitric 
acid. occurs to varytns derrees on many 
filter types, lncludlnr class fiber. cellulose 
ester, and many quartz fiber fllten " ' a. a ... 
Loss of true atmospheric particulate nitrate 
durtnc or followtnr aarnplln&' may also occur 
due to dlssoclatJon or chemlc:&l reaction. 
Thia phenomenon has been obsened on 
Teflon• filters • and tnferred for oiu:.rtz 
fiber ruters ·~ 11• The mqnitude of nitrate 
artifact errors ln PM11 mus concentration 
measurements will vary with location and 
ambient temperature; however, for most 
aampllnc locations, these errors are expect
ed to be sm&ll. · 

1.3 HumiditJI. The effect.a of ambient hu
midity on the sample are unavoidable. The 
filter equilibration procedure ln section 9.0 
1a deslrned to minimize the effects of mola· 
ture on the filter medium. 

8.4 FUur Handling. Careful handlln1 of 
filters between presamplin1 and post.sam· 
pllnr wel1hinrs Is neceuary to avoid errors 
due to damqed filters or loss of collected 
particles from the filters. Use of a fllter car
trldre or cassette may reduce the marnltude 
of these errors. Filters must also meet the 
lntecrttY specification in section 'l.2.3. 

8.5 Flow Rau Variation. Variations In 
the sampler's operatlnc now rate may alter 
the particle size discrimination characteris· 
tics or the sampler Inlet. The marnltude of 
this error will depend on the senslt.lvlty of 
the inlet to variations ln now rate and on 
the particle distribution In the atmosphere 
during the sampling period. The use of a 
now control device <section 'l.1.3> Is required 
to minimize this error. 

8.8 Air Volvne Deurminatton. Errors in 
the air volume detenntnatlon may result 
from errors in the now rate and/or sam· 
plln1 time measurements. The now control 
device serves to minimize errors ln the now 
rate determination, and an elapsed time 
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meter <section '1.l.5) Is required to minimize 
the error in the samplinr ti.me .measure
ment. 

'1.0 A11p11ratv.s. 
'1.1 PM,. Sampler. 
'1.1.1 The sampler sh&ll be deslrned to: 
L Draw the air sample lnto the sampler 

inlet and throurh the particle collection 
fllter at a unUorm face velocity. 

b."Bold and seal the fllter 1n a horizontal 
poaltlon ao that a&mple air 11 drawn down
w&rd throuch the tuter. 

c. Allow the tuter to be Installed and re
moved convenlently, 

d Protect the filter and sampler from pre
cipitation and prevent Insect.a and other 
debris from beinr sampled. 

e. Mlnlmfze aJr leaks that would cause 
error 1n the measurement of the air volume 
passlnr throuah the filter. 

f. Dlscharre exhaust aJr at a sufficient dis· 
t.ance from the sampler Inlet to mlnJmJze 
the aamplln&' of exhaust air. 

r. MinlmJze the collection of dust from 
the 1upporUnc surface. 

'1.1.2 The sampler shall have a sample aJr 
inlet s~tem that, when operated within a 
speciJled now rate ranee, provides particle 
alze d1scr1minatlon char&cterlstlcs meetlnr 
all of the applicable performance speclflca· 
Uona prescrit>a..d ln Part 53 of thla chapter. 
The sampler inlet shall show no slrnlticant 
wind d1rectlon dependence. The latter re
quirement can renerally be satisfied by an 
Inlet shape that Is circularly symmetrical 
about a vertical axis. 
' 'l.1.3 . The sampler ahall have a fiow COD· 
Lrol device capable of maintaintnc the Sa.ED· 
pier's operatln1 now rate within the now 
rate ll.m.lt.s speclfled for the sampler Inlet 
over normal variations in line volt.ace and 
filter pressure drop. 

'l.1.4 The sampler shall provide a means 
to measure the tot&l now rate durtnr the 
samplinr period. A continuous now recorder 
la recommended but not required. The now 
measurement device shall be accurate to :t:2 
percent. 

'1.1.5 A tlminr/control device capable of 
startlnr and stoppinr the sampler shall be 
used to obtain a sample collection period of 
24 :t: 1 hr < l,440 :t:60 min>. An elapsed time 
meter, accurate to within :U5 minutes. 
shall be used to measure aamplinc time. 
This meter Is optional for samplers wtth 
continuous now recorders If the sampllnr 
time measurement obtained by means of 
the recorder meets the :t: 15 minute accura
cy speciJicatlon. 

'1.1.8 The sampler shall have an associat
ed operation or Instruction manu&l u re· 
quired by Part 53 of this chapter which ln· 
eludes detailed instructions on the callbra· 
tlon, operation. and maintenance of the 
sampler. 

'1.2 Filter,, 
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'1.2.1 FUur Medium. No commercially 
available filter medium ls Ideal In all re· 
spect.5 ror all samplers. The user's 1oals In 
samplln1 determine the relative importance 
or various filter characterlst.lcs Ce.1.. cost, 
ease or handlln1, physical and chemical 
charactertstJcs, etc.> and, consequently, de
termine the choice amon1 acceptable filters. 
Furthermore, certain types or filters may 
not be suitable for use with some samplers, 
partlcularl7 under heavy loadlnl conditions 
(hl1h mass concentrations>, because or hl1h 
or rapid Increase In the ruter now re:slstance 
that would exceed the capability or the sam
pler's now control device. However, um
plen equipped with automatic rut.er-c:han1· 
lnl mechanJsms may allow use or these 
tn>eS or filters. The specifications liven 
below are minimum requlrement.5 to ensure 
accept.ability or the rut.er medium ror mea.s
urement or P.M,. mass concentrations. 
Other rut.er evaluation criteria should be 
considered to meet lnd.Jvtdual samplln1 and 
analysis objectives. 

'1.2.2 Collection E//ieienC7J. >99 percent, 
as meuured by the DOP test <ASTM-2986> 
with 0.3 J'ID particles at the sampler's oper· 
atin&' race veloclt1. 

'1.2.3 lnU9rit'JI. ±5 ~1/m1 Cassumln1 sam· 
pier's nominal 24-hour air sample volume). 
IntelJ'f ty Is measured as the PM,. concen
tration equivalent correspondlns to the av· 
erace difference between the lniU&l and the 
f1n&l wel1ht.5 of a random sample of test ru
t.en that are wel1hed and handled under 
actual or simulated samplln1 condJtlons.. but 
have no air sample passed throu1h them 
<Le .. ruter blanks>. Aa a minlmum. the test 
procedure must Include lnJtl&l equilibration 
and wel1hln1. Installation on an Inoperative 
sampler, removal from the sampler, and 
flnal equilibration and wel1htns. 

'1.2.4 Alkalinit'JI. <25 mJcroequJv&lents/ 
cram of filter, u measured bJ the proce
dure liven In Reference 13' followtns at least 
two months atorace in a clean environment 
<free from contamination by acidic sues> at 
room temperature and humJditJ. 

'1.3 Flo1D Rau TTa7&3./er Standard.. The 
now rate transfer stanc!ard must be suitable 
for the sampler's operatln1 now rate and 
must be calibrated a.ea.inst a primary now or 
volume standard that Is traceable to the Na
tional Bureau or Standards <NBS>. The now 
rate tranafer standard must be capable of 
measurtn1 the sampler's operatlnl now rate 
with an accuracy or ± 2 percent. 

'1.4 Filur Conditioning EnvironJMnL 
'1.4.1 Temperature ran1e: 15" to 30" c. 
'1.4.2 Temperature control: ±3" c. 
'1.4.3 Hum.Jdlt.y ran1e: 203 to 453 RH. 
'1.4.4 Humidity control: ±5~ RH. 
'1.5 Anal'JltiCal Balance. The analytical 

balance must be suit.able for wel1hln1 the 
type and size of filters required by the um
pler. The ran1e and sensitivity required will 
depend on the filter tare wel1ht.s and mass 
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loadln1s. Typically, an analytical balance 
with a senslt.lvlty of 0.1 m1 ls required for 
hl1h volume samplers mow rates >0.5 m•/ 
min>. Lower \'Olume samplen <flow rates 
<0.5 m•/mln> will require a more sensitive 
balance. 

8.0 Calibration. 
8.1 CkMral Requirements. 
8.1.1 Calibration of the sampler's now 

measurement device Is required to establish 
traceability of subsequent now measure
ments to a primary standard. A now rate 
transfer standard calibrated &pin.st a pri
mary now or volume standard shall be used 
to calibrate or verify the accuracy of the 
sampler's now measurement device. 

8.1.2 Particle size dlscrlm1natlon by Iner· 
tl&l separation requires that specific a.Ir ve
locities be maintained In the sampler's air 
Inlet system. Therefore, the now rate 
t.hrou1h the sampler's Inlet must be main· 
talned throu1hout the samplln1 period 
within the desl111 now rate tan1e specified 
by the manufacturer. Desl111 now rat.es are 
specified as actual volumetric now rates, 
measured at exlstln1 conditions of tempera
ture and pressure <Q.>. In contrast., mass 
concentrations or PM •• are computed usln1 
now rates corrected to .EPA reference condi
tions of temperature and pressure <Q ... >. 

8.2 Flo1D Rau Calibration Procedure. 
8.2.1 PM,. samplers employ various types 

of now control and now measurement de
vices. The specific procedure used for now 
rate calibration or verification wW V&rf de
pendJ.ns on the tn>e of now controller and 
now Indicator employed. Calibration In 
terms of actual volumetric now rat.es <Q.> ls 
1enerall:v recommended, but other measures 
of now rate ce.1 .• Q...> m&J be used provided 
the requirements of section 8.1 are met. The 
1eneral procedure liven here Is based on 
actual volumetric now unlt.5 <Q.> and serves 
to Illustrate the steps Involved In the cali
bration of a PM .. sampler. Consult the sam
pler manufacturer's Instruction manual and 
Reference 2 for specific auldance on callbra
tlon. Reference 14 provides additional Infor
mation on the use of the commonly used 
measures of now rate and their lnterrela· 
tlonshlps. 

8.2.2 Calibrate the now rate transfer 
standard a1alnst a primary now or volume 
standard traceable to NBS. Establish a cali
bration relationship <e.1.. an equation or 
famJly or curves> such that traceability to 
the primary standard Is accurate to within 2 
percent. over the expected ran1e of ambient 
conditions <I.e., temperatures and pressures> 
under which the transfer standard wUI be 
used. Recalibrate the transfer standard peri
odically. 

8.2.3 Followlnr the sampler manufactur
er's Instruction manual, remove the sampler 
Inlet. and connect the now rate transfer 
standard to the sampler such that the trans· 
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rer standard accurately measures the sam· 
pier's now rate. Make sure there are no 
leaks between the transfer standard and the 
aampler. 

8.2.4 Choose a minimum or three now 
rates <actual m•/mln>. spaced over the ac
ceptable now rate ranee specf(led for the 
Inlet <~e 'l.1.2> t.hat can be obtained by suit· 
able adjustment of the sampler flow rate. In 
accordance ..,Ith the sampler manufactur· 
er'1 instruction manual, obtain or verify the 
calibration relationship between the now 
rate <actual m•/mln> as indicated by the 
transfer standard and the sampler's now In· 
dlcator response. Record the ambient tern· 
perature and barometric pressure. Tempera
ture and pressure corrections to subsequent 
now indicator readlnp may be required !or 
certain types of now measurement devices. 
When such corrections a.re necessary, cor· 
rectlon on an Individual or dally basis la 
preferable. However, seasonal avef'84re tern· 
perature and average barometric pressure 
for the samplln1 site may be Incorporated 
Into the sampler calibration to avoid dally 
corrections. Consult the sampler m&nufac· 
turer's Instruction manual and Reference 2 
for additional 1Uldance. 

8.2.5 Followtne calibration, verify that 
the sampler Is operatln1 at lt.s design now 
rate <actual m•/mln> with a clean filter In 
pl~. 

8.2.8 Replace the sampler Inlet. 
9.0 Procedure. 
9.1 The aampler ahall be operated In &e· 

cordance with the specific 1Uldance provld· 
ed In the sampler manufacturer's lnstruc· 
Uon manual and In Reference 2. The 1ener· 
&l procedure stven here assumes that the 
sampler's now rate calibration Is based on 
now rate: at ambient oonditiora.s <Q.> and 
serves to illustrate the steps Involved In the 
operation o! a PM,. sampler. 

9.2 Inspect each filter ror pinholes, partl· 
cles, and other Imperfections. Establish a 
ruter Information record and assi.rt an Iden· 
tlflcatlon number to ea.ch ruter. 

9.3 Equilibrate each filter In the condi· 
tfoninl environment <see 'l.4> ror at lea.st 24 
hours. 

9.4 Followtn1 equilibration, ..,elsh each 
filter and record the presampllnl welsht 
with the filter ldentlflca.tlora number. 

9.5 Install a prewelshed filter In the sarn· 
pler following the Instructions provided ln 
the sampler manufacturer's Instruction 
manual. 

9.6 Tum on the sampler and allow It to 
establish run-temperature conditions. 
Record t.he now Indicator reading and, lf 
needed, the ambient temperature and baro· 
metric pressure. Determine t.he sampler 
now rate <actual m1 /Dlln> In accordance 
with the Instructions provided In the sam· 
pier manufacturer'• instruction manual. 
NOTE.-No onslte temperature or pressure 
measurements are necessary lf the sampler's 
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flow Indicator does not require temperature 
or pressure correctlona or lf aea.sonal aver· 
age temperature and avera1e barometric 
pressure !or the samplln1 site are Incorpo
rated Into the sampler calibration <see step 
8.2.4>. If Individual or dally temperature and 
pressure corrections are required, ambient 
temperature and barometric pressure can be 
obtained by on-site measurement.s or from a 
nearby weather station. Barometric pres
aure read1n1s obtained from airports must 
be station pressure, not corrected to. sea 
level, and may need to be corrected ror di!· 
ferences 1n elevation between the sampllnc 
site and the airport. 

9.'I If the now rate ls outside the accept
able range specified by the manufacturer, 
check for leaks, and If necessary, adjust the 
now rate to the specified setpolnt. Stop the 
ampler. 

8.8 Set the timer to at.art and stop the 
sampler at appropriate times. Set the 
elapsed tlrne meter to zero or record .the lnl· 
tlal meter readln1. 

8.9 Record the sample Information <site 
location or ldentlflcatlon number, sample 
date, flit.er Identification number, and sam· 
pier model and serial number>. 

9.10 Sample ror 24±1 houn. 
9.11 Detennlne and record the average 

now rate <Q.> In actual m•/mln ror the sam· 
plinl period ln accordance with the lnstruc· 
Uons provided In the sampler manuractur· 
er'a Instruction manual. Record the elapsed 
time meter final readln1 and, lf needed. t.he 
average &mblent temperature and b&romet
rlc pressure for the aampltne period <see 
note following step 9.8). 

9.12 Carefully remove the flit.er from the 
sampler, followtns the ampler manufactur· 
er's Instruction manual. Touch only the 
outer edges or the tut.er. 

9.13 Place t.he fUter In a protective 
holder or container <e.1 .• petri dish, 1IL'5Slne 
envelope, or manila folder>. 

8.14 Record any factors such u meteoro
loefcal conditions, construction activity, 
fires or dust storms, etc., that mJcht be per
tinent to the measurement on the filter In· 
formation record. 

9.15 Tt&nsport t.he exposed sample fllter 
to the filter conditioning environment as 
soon a.s possible !or equilibration and subse· 
quent weighing. 

9.16 Equlllbrate the exposed filter In the 
condltloninl environment for at lea.st 24 
hours under the same temperature and hU· 
mld.Jty conditions used for presamplln1 
fllter equlllbratlon <see 9.3). 

9.1 'l Immediately after equlllbratlon. re· 
..,elgh the filter and record the post.sun· 
plln1 weleht with the filter ldenWlcatlon 
number. 

10.0 Samp~r Maintenance. · 
10.l The PM,. sampler shall be main· 

talned In strict accordance with the malnte· 
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nance procedures specUled in the sampler 
manufacturer's Instruction manual. 

11.0 CalculationL 
11.1 Calculate the average now rate over 

the sampllnr period corrected Lo EPA refer· 
ence conditions as Q .... When the sampler's 
now Indicator ls calibrated ln actual volu-
met.r1c units <Q.>. Q .... ls ca.lculated as: 
Q ... ==Q.x<P_.IT .. ><T .... IP ... > 
where 
Q ... -avera1e now rate at EPA reference 

conditions, std m'/m.ln; 
Q. ... avera1e now rate at ambient conditions, 

m•/mln; 
P .. =average barometric pressure durln1 the 

~plln1 period or averare barometric 
pressure for the sampllnr site, k.Pa <or 
mmH1>; 

T .. -average ambient temperature durin1 
Ule sampllnl period or seasonal averare 
ambient telilperature for the aamplinr 
&lte, K; 

T .. -st.anda.rd temperature, defined as 298 
It; 

p ...... st.andard pres.sure, defined as 101.3 k.Pa 
<or '160 mm H1>. 

11.2 Calculate the total volume of a.1r 
sampled as: 
v ...... Q...xt 
where 
v ... -tot.al a.1r sampled in standard volume 

units, std m•; 
t.-samplln1 time, min. 

11.3 Calculate the PM .. concentration as: 
PM .. -<W,-W,>x 10•1v .. 
where 
PM,.-mass concent~tlon of PM,., 111/std 

m•; 
w,, w,.flnal and lnJtlal weights of filter 

collectin1 PM10 particles, i; 
10• -conversion o( 1 to 111. 

Norr: If more than one size fraction in the 
PM,. size ran1e Is collected by the sampler, 
the sum of the net weJ1ht pin by each col· 
lectlon filter C:I<W,-W,>J ls used to calculate 
the PM,. mass concentrat.lon. 
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Blank data forms are provided on the following pages for the convenience of 
the Handbook user. Each blank form has t he customary descriptive title centered at 
the top of the page and has retained its original figure number designation. The 
following data fon11s are included in this section: 

Fon11 Title 

1.1 Example Procurement Log 

2.3 Example Dichotomous Sampler Calibration Data Sheet 

3.2 Example Dichotomous Sampler Field Data Sheet 

3.3 Example Dichotomous Sampler Flow-Check Data Sheet 

4.2 Example Laboratory Data Coding Sheet 

4.3 Example Internal Qual;ty Control Log Sheet 

7.4 Example Dichotomous Sampler Audit Sheet 

8.1 Precision Data Quality Assessment Form 

8.2 Accuracy Data Quality Assessment Fon11 





Purchase DATE 
Order Accept/ 

ITEM Description Qty No. VENDOR Ord. Rec'd. COST lnltlals Reject COMMENTS 

Figure 1.1. Example procurement log. 





Dichotomous Sampler Callbratlon Data Sheet 

Station Location Date Unusual Conditions 

Sampler Model 

Pa mm Hg Ps 

Leak check, maximum vacuum 

Total Trans. Std. Model 

Qa Cal. relationship m-

Coarse Trans. Std. Model 

Qa Cal. relationship m-

Total Transfer Std. 
Cal. 

Point 

Coarse 
Cal. 

Point 

Indication 
{TS) 

Transfer Std. 
Indication 

{TS) 

SIN 

mm Hg 

SIN 

b-

SIN 

b-

TQa 
Flow Rate 

(Umin) 

CQa 
Flow Rate 

(Umin) 

EPA# 

Ta _°CorK 

Notes 

Cal. Date 

r 

Cal. Date 

r-

Rotameter 
Response 

(I) 

Rota meter 
Response 

(I) 

Sampler Cal. Relationship (Oa, x-axis; corrected recorder response, AC, y-axis). 

Ts _°CorK 

Corr. Response 
l(Ta/Pa)112 

(AC) 

Corr. Response 
l(Ta/Pa)112 

(AC) 

Total: m - --- b = -- r- ---- Coarse: m - _ b - -- r----
TFR TSP CFR CSP 
TFR • 16.7 (Ps/Pa)(Tafrs) CFR • 1.67 (Ps/Pa)(Ta/Ts) 
TSP, CSP • {[m (TFR, CFR) + b] [(Pafra)112]} 

Operator _ ___________ _ 

Figure 2.3. Example dichotomous sampler calibration data sheet. 





Dichotomous Sampler Field Data Sheet 

Station Location ______ Run Date _____ SAROAD Number _ ___ _ 

Sampler Model SIN EPA Number ------ - -
Filter ID Numbers: Fine: Coarse: ----- - - -----
Total Cal. Relationship: m • ___ b • r • ___ TFR ___ Umin 

Coarse Cal. Relationship: m • b • r • ___ CFR Umin 
Vacuum Gauge Indications: Total Initial ___ Total Final ___ Coarse Initial ___ _ 

Coarse Final ___ _ 

Pav ___ mmHg Tav_°C _K Elapsed Time Sampled ____ min 

Rotameter Responses: 

TSP* Final Total Ave. Total (T) roa Umin 

CSP* Final Coarse Ave. Coarse (T)_ OOa Umin 

TOa, ~ • 1/m [T(Tav/Pav)112 -b] 

Total Act. Volume (TVa) • TQa X min sampled • Umin - -- FOa • Umin -----
Coarse Act. Volume (CVa) • COa X min sampled • __ Umin FQa • TQa - COa 

Commen~=----------------------------~ 

Operator _____ __________ _ _ __________ _ 

Laboratory Calculations 

Std. Volumes (Vstd): TVstd m3 CVstd _____ m3 

TVstd, CVstd • (Va)(1 Q-3) [(Pav/Tav) (29Bn60)] 

FVstd m3 

FVstd • TVstd - CVstd 

Filter Weigh~: 
Fine: Gross Weight (Wg) ___ mg Coarse: Gross Weight (Wg) ___ mg 

Tare Weight (Wt) mg Tare Weight (Wt) mg 

Net Weight (Mf) mg Net Weight (Mc) mg 

PM1 o Concentration µg/rn3 µ.g/m3 • (Mf + Mc)(103)/TVstd 

*Total or coarse set points, initial rotameter response. 

Figure 3.2. Example dichotomous sampler field data sheet. 





Dichotomous Sampler Flow Check Data Sheet 

Date _____ SAROAD Number ____ _ Station Location-----

Sampler Model -------- SIN ----- EPA Number ------

Pa--- mm Hg Ta K Unusual Conditions _----

Orifice CaJibration Date Orifice S/N __ _ Orifice S/N ___ _ -----
Orifice Ca (Total) CaJibration Relationship: m- ___ b· ___ r-

Orifice Qa (Coarse) Calibration Relationship: m. ___ b• ___ r. 

Sampler Total Calibration Relationship: 

m---- b• ___ r. __ _ , TFR __ LJmin, TSP ______ _ 

Sampler Coarse Calbration Relationship: 

m- b· r- , CFR L/min, CSP 

Flow Orifice Flow Sampler** Difference 
Rate 6H20 Rate• TQa orCQa 

Description (In.) (Umin) (Umin) Umin 

Total 
Flow 

Design 
16.7 Cond.*** 

Coarse 
Flow 

Design 
1.67 Cond.*** 

* TQa or CQa • m[(.1P) (Ta/Pa)) 112 + b 
**TQa or caa ... 1/m [(TSP or CSP) (Ta/Pa)112 -b] 

ac % Difference. (TQa or CQa) -Orifice Flow Rate (100) 
Orifice Flow Rate 

•••oesign condition% Difference. Orifice Flow Rate- (16.7 or 1.67) (100) 
(16.7 or 1.67) 

Operator ------------

Figure 3.3. Example dichotomous sampler flow-check data sheet. 

% 





Laboratory Data/Coding Form 

0 0 z z . Filter Balance Tare Gross Filter Balance Tare Gross ~ «I Date m No. Tare Wt. Wt. • Date m No. Tare Wt. Wt. • 

•Balance operato(s or QC supervisots initials 

Figure 4.2. Example laboratory data/coding sheet. 



.... 



Supervisor QC 

Orlglnal Obs. 
e1D• Date Number Value Value 

a Balance ID nunt>er 
b For standard filter check and unexposed flllers 
c i: 4 µg of zero 
di:2µgof10mg. 

Quallty Control Log 

Operator QC 

:t20pg 
YIN Action Taken BID Date Fiiter No. 

Figure 4.3. Example Internal quality control log sheet. 

- r 

Zero ca1 
Check Check 
Valuec Valued 





Dichotomous Sampler Audit Data Sheet 

Statior:i Location Date SAROAD Number 

Station Address Time 

Sampler Model SIN EPA Number 

Pa mm Hg Ta ·c K Unusual Conditions 

Audit Transfer Standards: 

Total and Fine: Model SIN Coarse: Model SIN 

Transfer Standards Callbratlon Relationships: 

Total and Fine: m- b- r- Last Cal. Date 

Coarse: m- b· r- Last Cal. Date 

Sampler Clllbratlon Relationships: 

Total: m- b- - r- TFR L'min, TSP 

Coarse: m- b·- r- CFR LJmin, CSP 

Transfer Std. Difference 
Flow Indication Oa (audit) Oa (sampler) 
Type (TS) (Umin) Umin Umin % 

Total 

Design Cond. 
Total 

Fine 

Design Cond. 
Fine 

Coarse 

Design Cond. 
Coarse 

Audit % Difference -
Oa (sampler) - Oa (audit) (100) 

Ca (audit) 

Design ~ndition % Difference • 
Ca (audit) - Design Flow Rate (100) 

Design Flow Rate 

Operator Observer 

Figure 7.4. Example dichotomous sampler audit data sheet. 
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DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT REPORTING FORM PRECISION 
Ched bo• •nd comple•• onlr 11 •II enluH •••Im •single •••• •ndlo• rne1hod UNll C"UO I '> 

SAROAD SITE CODE 

I I I 11 I I I I I 
10· 11 

METHOD 
POLLUTANT CODE 

__ I I II 
ll 2J 

SAROAD 
SITE CODE 

10-18 

SOE 

REPORTING 
STATE ORGANIZATION 

r I I -I I l 
1 2 3 .. 5 

VEAR 

ITl 
• 7 

QUARTER 

D • 
D 

I 

1 - ORIGINAL 
2 - REVISION 
3 ° DELETION 

,.,0 . ""l 01 

- 07 fl9 111nl •• 
C•M 71 

~r,- ~~ 
,.. 77 

NAME OF REPORTING ORGANIZATION-------------------------

DAft 8U8MITIED ----------- l"REPARED 8Y --------------
METHOD MO./DAY/YR 

POLLU
TANT 

METHOD 
CODE 

2:-2.3 • I~ 
p 

p 

p 

p 

1; 
p 

p 

p 

p 

DATE 
MON. DAY 
25-26 27-28 

UNIT 
UNIT 
CODE 
31-32 

1;;; ; 
1;;; ; 

ACTUAL OR 
DESIGNATED 

34-37 38-40 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

I 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Figure 8.1. Precision data quality assessment form. 
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\ 

INDICATED OR 
COLLOCATED 

41-44 45-47 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT REPORTING FORM ACCURACY 
C•w-:• bum •nd cOlfttl&e•• un1y .a •• ~,, .. ., ~·• '"' • .-nv .. M• .nd °' 1tw1ttud OIOI (001 S 

=i- RErOAllNG ...... ,...1 QI 
S1A1E ORGANllAllON YEAR QUAA1ER - QI 

~, .. •• SARO.AO SITE CODE 1 • OIUGINAl 

I I II I I I I I I rn 0 D 
Cho 11 

I I I I I I J - Rf VISION ~~--
11 ., 

J •DELETION I 2 l 4 • • 1 • , .. n 
10 •• Siil 

_J METHOD 
POLLUTANT CODE NAME Of Rf POIUINO OROANllA TION 

I I I I DA1f •u•MlnED PRErARED •Y 

lt•U 

&&aO.t.D f'OUU- 111111-
Mil CODI fAllf CODI 

Mf THOO 

Dan 
-DAY •' .. - -· CODI AClUAL 

lllO.IDAYIYll 

LEVEL I -.c ... no 

111 11 11 I I I _[ill 10 1111 I 00 _CD ~ 1-1 ....... 1 _,I 1 ........ 1 ....... 1 ........ 111 ..... l""T""I ..-.I 1 .......... 1 ....... 1 r--.11 I 
10-1• Jl·JJ I 24 U-2• JI JO ll·l2 ll l4· l1 •·40 41-M 4 ... 7 

LEVEL J 

[!] 1-1-1-1 1-.1-1 -111 ...... 1--1 -1 1-.1-1 -1 I 
)J l4·l1 ll·40 41 -44 4'--47 

LEVEL I m I I l I I I l _OJJl0 1111100 _ rn ~ -, ,-1-11-.1--1-11 ,-,--1-11-.1-1 -, I 
(!] I I I I I I I LEVEL J • II liTI 11 ,_,, 1-.,-1-1 I 

LEVEL I 

11111 111 II _[[Oil~ 1111100 _ Q] ~ 1-1--1-11..-.1-1 ...... 11 -11-1-11-.1--1 ---11 

l!1 I I I I 1.1 I riY I 11 I I • 11 I 
LEVEL I m 11111 I I _[[DI~ 1111100 _ rn ~ 1-1-11-1.-11-11 lr-'T""I _..., ,........,,_, ........ , ........ , , 

[!) I I I I I I I LEVEL J ' I I I I 11 1.1 I I 1 
LEVEL I 

111 I I 111 I I _ITO I~ 11 I I ID 0 _ [O ~ 1-1-1-1 1-.1-1-11 l,,_.,.1 ....... 1 ...... 1 l'"'."T"l--1 ---1 I 

[!] I I I I I I I LEVEL J • I I I I I I 1.1 I I I 
,,.._.. ...... ...,..-.-.. 

...CNAt. LEll'EL 2 -.cAllD 

-11-1 -1 I.--. I ....... I ....... , II r""T" I ""T""I T"""11 lr--r, I "'T"'I ~1 I 
4•·H •2·1M U-N H -61 

LEVEL 4 

1-1-1 -1 1-.1-1 -1 I ..... 11--1 _,,,I 1-.1--1 _,I I 
48·'9 62·!>4 ~~-H !>9·'1 

LEVEL2 

...... 11-1 -1 1-.1 ..... I ....... Ill -1-1 -1 1-.1-1 -1 I 
LEVEL 4 

..... I 1...-1 .....,I ll"'"'T. I "'T'"I T""111 -1 1--1 ...-.I lr-r, 1...-1 ,..,I I 
LEVEL 2 

11--1 -1 1---.1--1 -1 11 - 1--1 -1 1-.1--1 ......... , I 
LE\IEL 4 

-11-1 -1 1-.1-1 ...... 11 ,-,-1 -11-.1-1 -11 
LEVEL2 

11 ...... -1 ...... , 1-.1...-1 ..-..I I ,.....11--1 ....... , 1-.1-1 ...... I I 

LEVEL 4 

1-1-1 ...... J 1-.J ..... I ....-.11 -11--1 -1 1-.1-1 -1 I 
LEVEL 2 

rTll ""T""I ,.....,, lr-r,1-.-1 .,..,I I -11--1 ....... , , ......... 1-1 "T'""ll I 
LEVEL 4 

1-1-1 ...... , 1--r-. I "'T""I ..-..I I 1 ...... 1 __ I ..-.I lr-T". I "'T""I ,..,I I 

I .!.ti!!°'·-
I A.-c-....... "' •-1ono ... ,..,. __ audit ua-.d cattoloed"' ,_,.,. ...... ,.1""' 
2 A..cM c-uc1ed"' ••po<tong •11•n11at00ft. ·- uanda1d ce11tloed.., -- .,..,..,.,.,.., 
J Audol c-u< .... br •'-!hen, ... , ... atgano181""' 

"""'.__ ,...,....._, . -- '·-----• ........... ..-...clp . --·.......... __,. 
Sf ND couruu D fOAM 
TO REGIONAL Off ICE . ... ...__.. ... ----c c-..-r.. . ~. -.-. .... . -------. ......_... _ _.... . ~----I----- . _ ... _.... , ............ _... .. . ., ... ..... 

......,_ ...... '.._ .. __ . ------
Flaure 8.2. Accuracv data oualltv assessment form. 




